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FOREWORD 

This final report was submitted by Systems and Research Center, Honeywell 
Inc., under Contract F33615-72-C-2190.   The effort was sponsored by the 

Air Force Aero-Propulsion Laboratory, Air Force Systems Command, 

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, under Project 3066, Task Area 306603, 
and Work Unit 30660363, with Charles E. Ryan, Jr., AFAPL/TBC, as 

Project Engineer.   The Honeywell Systems and Research work was managed 

by Dr. E. E. Yore.   Mr. C. R. Stone (Vols. I and II) and Mr. R. B. Beale 
(Vol. Ill) of Honeywell Inc. were technically responsible for the work. 

The report is presented in three volumes.   Volume I contains the main part 

of the report for the optimization design and wind tunnel test evaluation. 

Volume II contains detailed computer programs and background material for 
the optimization effort.   Volume III presents experimental identification and 

modeling of the General Electric J85 engine. 

R. B. Beale and N. E. Miller were principal Investigators for the modeling 
and identification effort.   R. Beale defined the procedure, set up the experi- 

mental apparatus, and obtained the experimental data.   N. Miller aided in 

obtaining the data, reduced the data to Bode plots, performed the modeling 

and state identification analysis, and interpreted the results.   B. Reed was 

responsible for developing the identification algorithm which is a key element 

in the procedure. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

MODELING AND IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

The regulation accuracy and speed of response of any control system is 

directly proportional to its bandvidth.   The increasing demand for reliable 

engine controls with tighter surge margins requires higher-bandwidth control 
systems.   Thus, there is a need to model engine dynamics out to higher 

frequencies than has been required in the past.   It is not sufficient to provide 

large gain and phase margins to provide for model uncertainty.   These 
margins reduce the bandwidth and therefore the regulation accuracy.   Some 

performance will have to be sacrificed to allow for engine variations due to 
tolerances and wear.   However, performance should not be sacrificed for 

inaccurate modeling practice. 

This report presents a modeling and identification procedure which is simple 

and inexpensive.   In addition, it provides both high-fidelity models and 

dynamic state identification which gives an indication of the physical phe- 
nomena which are occurring.   The procedure has been used for many years. 

The accuracy of the technique has been considerably improved by the use of 
two-channel Fourier filtering and computerized state identification oi engine 

frequency responses. 

The optimal control system, which is described in Volumes I and 11 of this 

report, demonstrated improved regulation of the engine at steady state and 
during transients.    This was accomplished by linear regulation of pressure 

and temperature boundaries as well as rotor speed.    Each of these regulators 

used fuel control bandwidths higher than standard practice.   In implementa- 

tion of the optimal control system, the bandwidth had to be reduced to allow 



margin for differences between the model and the engine.   This provided the 
incentive to study the engine dynamics at slightly higher frequencies. 

It is important to have a practical technique for accurately determining engine 
dynamics.   If nominal engine dynamics were accurately known, as well as 
engine-to-engine variations in the dynamics, the proper amount of gain margin 
could be allowed for the variations.   Then excess performance would not be 

sacrificed because of lack of knowledge of the nominal dynamics.   These con- 
siderations will become more important when control systems are designed 

for disturbance insensitivity in the future.   Disturbances such as augmentor 
lightoff and inlet instability will require higher bandwidth control systems. 

The primary objective of this modeling program was to develop a modeling 

procedure which would be very practical.   The procedure outlined in this 

report meets that objective.   The procedure is inexpensive due to the small 
amount of engine running time required.   Only 0. 5 hour is required to oscil- 

late each engine actuator over the frequency range.   The nine engine responses 

were recorded on tape simultaneously.   This was possible because of the tape 
synchronizing signals used by the servoanalyzer.    The oscillations are very 
small, on the   order of 2 percent of actuator deflection, so that the engine is 

not endangered during the test. 

The accuracy of the results was improved in three ways.   First, the actuator 
dynamics were separated from the engine dynamics with the two-channel 

capability of the analyzer.    The Fourier filtering capability allowed analysis 

at low signal-to-noise levels and provided describing functions for nonlinear 
dynamics such as dead zone and hysteresis.   Finally, the automation of the 

identification procedure provided very close matching of the models to the 
frequency responses. 

The limitation of the procedure is that it is a linear analysis of a nonlinear 

process.   Several operating points must be evaluated to determine the varia- 

tions in the linear models.    If the nonlinearities are dominant even in the 



small perturbations, such   as with hysteresis and saturation, their describing 
functions for sinusoidal inputs are not always useful.   However, linear models 
are required for all types of control synthesis.   Therefore, this procedure 

should be very useful even though nonlinear models are the ultimate objective. 

Experimental data of engine dynamics are very limited for two reasons. 

First, engine test time is very expensive, so that only the highest priority 

tests are performed.   Second, the dynamics are well known at low frequency, 
within the bandwidth of current control systems.   Higher-bandwidth systems 

will increase the priority of dynamic tests in the future, at least until the 
dynamics become well known at slightly higher frequencies.    The technique 

described in this report should prove to be very cost effective, since the 
engine test time can be reduced to a few hours.   The primary impact this 

technique has on engine testing is the requirement for electrical readout on 

actuator positions and engine sensors. 

The two-channel Fourier analyzer is a key item to making the procedure 

practical.   This is because it can analyze the amplitude ratio and phase shift 
between any two signals in a very noisy environment.    The computerized 

identification procedure, which determines the dynamic states and transfer 

functions from the frequency responses, is very useful for determining 

practical models of the engine dynamics.   These models provide insight to 
the physics of the engine which can be used as guidelines in future analytical 
modeling efforts. 

Frequency response analysis is limited to the study of small perturbations 

around a nominal operating point.   This linear analysis is required for con- 

trol system design, but is not a substitute for the nonlinear modeling of the 

engine.   The frequency response analysis is also limited to perturbations 
around steady-state operating points, since the engine must remain at the 
nominal operating point for a few minutes at a time.   The modeling of 
transient conditions must be accomplished by approximating transient loads 



on the rotor.   However, for control design purposes, frequency response 

measurements can be obtained from a hybrid simulation at any operating 

condition and compared with the engine responses at steady state to verify 
the results. 

FORM OF THE MODEL 

A dynamic model was obtained for the response of five engine variables to 
the four engine actuators.   These 20 linear transfer functions were obtained 

at three operating points.   The actuator transfer functions were separated 
from the engine dynamics.   Thus, there were 64 transfer functions evaluated 

in all.   Figures 1, 2, and 3^ show these transfer functions combined into a 
dynamic transfer matrix for each operating point.   It is clear from the matrix 

that there is considerable interaction between the control variables, since 

each actuator has an effect on most of the responses.   However, the effect of 

the inlet guide vane (IGV) and bleed (BLD) variables is considerably less than 

the fuel flow (W.) and exhaust area (Ag).   This fact is obscured in the transfer 

function by the units chosen for the DC gain.   Fuel flow is expressed in pounds 

per hour and exhaust area in square inches, while IGV and BLD are expressed 

in percent of full scale (i.e., P3/BLD is psi/fuli-scale deflection), 

A state space model of the engine can be obtained from the transfer matrix. 

The dynamic states are the poles of the transfer functions.   The order of the 

state space model is the lowest-order denominator that can be factored out of 

the matrix (i. e., add up all the unique poles.   If they appear more than once, 
they are counted only once).   Before one could determine the lowest-order 

state space model, the roots would have to be analyzed to determine which 
ones are appearing in several responses.   It is not alwayr clear, as the 

*To avoid interrupting the continuity of the text, all referenced figures and 
tables are gathered at the end of their respective section or appendix. 



-errors in the procedure cause states to appear at slightly different frequen- 

cies in different responses.   Not all of the states have to be included for 

control design purposes.   High-frequency terms can be left off.   After 
truncating the terms, frequency response plots can be compared with the 

experimental data to ensure that accuracy is maintained out to the desired 

bandwidth of the control system. 

RESULTS OF ENGINE RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS 

Engine frequency responses reveal much information about engine dynamics 

in addition to that needed for modeling purposes.   In the paragraphs that 

follow, some of the interesting facts picked out of the data are discussed. 
Much of this information would not be available were it not for the Fourier 
filtering capability of the instrumentation.   This noise-rejection capability 

allowed accurate responses to be analyzed out in frequency to the limit of 

the actuator response.   The fuel flow responses were measured out to 100 Hz. 
The geometry actuators proved to be much faster responding than originally 
modeled. 

It should be noted that fuel flow dynamics cannot be separated from engine 

dynamics as desired.    This is due to the fact that fuel flow is effected by 

pressure drop across the fuel nozzle.   The dynamics of the combustor pres- 
sure appear in both the actuator and engine responses.    This phenomenon is 

described in detail in Appendix A,    This suggests a need for flow feedback 

in engine control systems. 

The exhaust area actuator was much faster than expected.    It responsed well 
out to 8 Hz.   The hysteresis and dead zones added only 30 degrees of phase 
shift at low frequency.   Of course, the nonlinearity in the actuator will cause 
it to respond differently at other amplitude levels.   The amplitude level for 
This  data was ±5 percent of full scale.   This control variable has a large 



effect on the engine response.   Therefore, it should prove to be an important 
control in a multivariable system.   There is considerably more phase shift 

in the combustor pressure response to exhaust area than there is to fuel flow, 

however.   If the optimal control system were to be redesigned, the exhaust 

area would be added as a second dynamic control variable. 

As mentioned above, the compressor bleeds and inlet guide vanes had little 

effect on the engine responses.   As noted in the transfer matrix, some of the 
transfer functions are shown as zero.   The small effect is obscured in the 

transfer functions because of the units chosen for these variables.   The gain 

in the transfer functions appears high because it is in terms of output/full- 

scale deflection.   If fuel flow and exhaust area were to be expressed in these 
units, the gain would be much higher.   The combustor pressure, P„, response 
to bleeds has very little phase shift, which means that the effect is immediate. 
However, the magnitude of the effect is small, presumably due to the small 

size of the bleed openings.   Thus, the bleeds and inlet guide vanes are not 
very effective dynamic control variables for this engine. 

One of the most interesting results of the frequency response tests is the 
second-order dynamic response of spool speed.   This second state appearing 

in the spool speed response causes considerable phase shift at frequencies 
within the bandwidth range of most current engine control systems.   The fuel 

flow response shows the two first-order lags.   The first appears as expected 
at 3 radians per second and the second at 77 radians per second (at the high- 

speed operating point).   The exhaust area response shows a second lag in 

spool speed al'JO, but it moves out in frequency at low speed.   The additional 

phase shift in spool speed response caused considerable difficulty when the 
high-bandwidth optimal controllers were run on the engine.   Therefore, the 

engine tests were run with reduced gains to allow for additional gain and 
phase margin. 



Another very interesting result revealed in the frequency responses is the 

unexpectedly large time delay in the engine pressure responses.   This time 
delay ranges from 11 to 14 milliseconds.   It causes very rapid phase shift at 

frequencies above 10 Hz.   This is above the frequency range of speed control 
bystems.   However, pressure disturbance control systems in the future will 

have to consider this time delay. 

The turbine outlet temperature, T5, response provided accurate dynamic 
data out to 50 Hz, even though the thermocouple has very slow response. 

The added gain reduction and phase shift did not prevent temperature 

response models from being obtained.   This implies that fast temperature 

control is possible with adequate lead compensation for the thermocouple. 

However, the signal noise, which was rejected by Fourier filtering, will limit 

the amount of lead that can be applied. 

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL MODELS 

One of the main objectives of this program was to compare the engine model, 
used for optimal control design, with experimental data.   Engine frequency 

response data were plotted with frequency responses from the linearized 
NASA component model and the analog computer model at APL.   These data 

sire presented in Section II.   The folicwing paragraphs point out some of the 
interesting comparisons. 

The fuel flow responses are of primary concern, as fuel flow is usually the 
only dynamic control variable.   The fuel-metering actuator is modeled accu- 

rately.   The spool speed response is modeled accurately at low frequency. 

As mentioned above, there is considerably more phase shift in the engine 

data above 2 Hz.   The experimental model has a second first-or der lag at 
about 8 Hz.   This error in the model meant that the bandwidth of the optimal 

controller had to be reduced during the engine tests.   This caused a corres- 

ponding decrease in regulation accuracy. 



The pressure responses are accurate in the component model except for the 

large time delay.   The analog model has considerable phase error in the 
AP/P and P5 responses at low frequency.   The temperature responses have 
considerable phase error above 7 Hz.   In addition, the analog model tempera- 
ture gain begins falling off rapidly at 0. 3 Hz, which is about a decade slower 

than the engine data. 

The exhaust area actuator is a decade faster than the models.    The gain is 

flat out to 5 Hz, as compared with 0.5 Hz.   This difference is very important 
in deciding whether to use the exhaust area a' a dynamic control variable. 

The optimal controller did not use the exhaust area because it was assumed 
to be too slow.   At 5 Hz, the exhaust area can be used effectively.   If the 

optimal controller were redesigned, the exhaust area would be added as a 
second control variable.   This would have a considerable effect on the con- 

troller performance. 

The spool speed response to exhaust area has similar second-order dynamics 

as with fuel flow.   The phase shift increases from that of the model above 

3 Hz.   The combustor pressure responses to exhaust area are well modeled. 
However, the turbine discharge pressure, P5,  varies considerably between 

the three models.   P5 responds faster and with greater amplitude on the 

engine than in the component model.   The analog model is 1. 5 decades slower. 

The bleed and IGV actuators are much faster than the models.    However, this 
is not an important factor, since these actuators are not very effective, 

dynamically.   The models show these control variables to be even less 

effective.   Spool speed response to bleed has more phase shift than the model 

above 0.1 Hz.   The P. response to bleed is 1.5 decades slower in the models. 

The data shows very little phase shift in pressure response. 



STATE IDENTIFICATION AND PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION 

Dynamic engine models were identified from the engine frequency response 
data.   This procedure proved to be very successful in that accurate pole and 
zero locations were identified that coincided well with engine physics.   This 
is an established practice in the control field.   However, the technique was 
improved by the accurate measurement techniques and computerized statis- 
tical identification.   Therefore, the procedure promises to be a practical 
technique for future use.   The identification algorithm is discussed in detail 
in Appendix B.   The models are discussed in detail in Section III.   The 
transfer functions are listed in Figures 1, 2, and 3, with some of them 
shortened for clarity. 

An attempt was made to interpret the physical meaning of the dynamic states 
in Section III.   Many of the interpretations are well known from comparison 
with existing models.   But, the higher-frequency terms do not have obvious 
interpretations.   The authors have made an attempt to classify these addi- 
tional dynamics.   However, this task is more appropriately accomplished by 
engine manufacturers who have more experience with engine physics.   An 
objective of this program was to provide data to allow engine modelers to 
perfect their analytical procedures. 

The significant differences between the engine and the component model are: 
(1) the additional first-order lag in the spool dynamics at 8 Hz; (2) the 0. Oil- 
second time delay in the pressure response; and (3) the location of the second- 
order pole in the exhaust actuator.   The additional spool root could be asso- 
ciated with gas dynamics in the turbine or compressor.   The time delay is 
assumed to be occurring in the fuel combustion.   The dynamics of the exhaust 
actuator are understood fairly well. 
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SECTION n 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE DATA-COMPARISON OF ENGINE. 

ANALOG MODEL, AND LINEARIZED NASA COMPONENT MODEL 

INTRODUCTION 

Frequency response data experimentally obtained from a J85 engine in a 

test cell at A PL are presented in this section and compared with similar data 

obtained from two analytic models, the linearized NASA component model 

and the A PL analog model.   The Bode plots presented show that both analytic 

models adequately represent the low-frequency dynamics of the J85 engine 

below 2 Hz.   However, significant high-frequency effects above 2 Hz asso- 

ciated with gas dynamics identified from the engine responses are not in- 

cluded in either analytic model.   Details of the engine-analytic model com- 

parison are discussed in the following paragraphs, 

A BAFCO servoanalyzer ^as used to obtain the J85 frequency response plots. 

This instrument is designed to perform frequency response analysis of com- 

plicated servomechanisms such as the J85 engine through the implementation 

of Fourier analysis.   Since it is a two-channel analyzer, it can measure the 

dynamics between any two outputs; hence, it is not restricted to input-output 

pairs.   This feature allows separation of actuator dynamics from engine 

dynamics.   Operaiion of the analyzer is shown in diagram form in Figure 4 

and briefly discussed here.   A complete description of the analyzer is in- 

cluded in Appendix A, 

Th^analyzer produces a sinusoidal voltage signal with time-dependent fre- 

quency (i.e., the frequency varies logarithmically with time) which is used 

to drive one of the engine actuators.    Responses from two engine sensors 

are fed back into the analyzer which contains the necessary electronics to 

compute the amplitude ratio and phase shift between the two sensor signals. 
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This information is recorded as a function of frequency by two x - y plotters, 

thereby producing the Bode frequency response plot of sensor 2 with respect 

to sensor 1,   These input and output variables are described schematically 

in Figure 4, 

The BAFCO servoanalyzer was used in this manner to obtain frequency 

responses of various engine parameters with respect to the four engine con- 

trols: fuel flow, exhaust area,  compressor bleed, and inlet guide vane.    Four 

frequency sweeps, one for each control variable, were performed at each of 

three operating points:   engine speed (N/N        ) = 70 percent,  85 percent, and 
ITlclX 

95 percent.   Representative data obtained from these tests are presented in 

Figures 5 through 29.   Complete documentation of the data is included in 

References 1 through 3.    The frequency responses included in these figures 

are discussed in the subsections that follow, in the following order: 

Ref. 
Figure 

5 

Response N/N '   max 

A ctuator Fuel flow/fuel command 95% 
responses 6 Exhaust area/exhaust command 95% 

7 Compressor bleed/bleed 
command 

95% 

Inlet guide vane/inlet guide 
vane command 

95% 

Engine responses 
to fuel flow 

9 

10 

Spool speed/fuel flow 

Spool speed/fuel flow 

95% 

85% 

11 Spool speed/fuel flow 70% 

12 Compressor discharge pressure/ 
fuel flow 

95% 

13 Compressor discharge pressure/ 
fuel flow 

85% 

14 Compressor discharge pressure/ 
fuel flow 

70% 

15 Turbine discharge pressure/fuel 
flow 

95% 
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Ref. 
Figure 

Engine responses 
to fuel flow 

16 

(continued) 17 

18 

19 

Engine responses 
to exhaust area 

20 

21 

22 

23 

N/N 

Engine responses 24 
to compressor bleed   „,. 

26 

Engine responses to    27 
inlet guide vane 2a 

29 

Response   

Turbine discharge pressure/ 85% 
fuel flow 

Turbine discharge pressure/ 70% 
fuel flow 

Mach number sensor/fuel flow 95% 

Turbine discharge temperature/      95% 
fuel flow 

Spool speed/exhaust area 95% 

Compressor discharge pressure/    95% 
exhaust area 

Turbine discharge pressure/ 95% 
exhaust area 

Turbine discharge temperature/      95% 
exhaust area 

Spool speed/compressor bleed 95% 

Compressor discharge pressure/    95% 
compressor bleed 

Turbine discharge temperature/      95% 
compressor bleed 

Spool speed/inlet guide vane 95% 

Compressor discharge pressure/    95% 
inlet guide vane 

Turbine discharge temperature/       95% 
inlet guide vane 

max 

Actuator inputs and sensor measurements represented in these data are 

identified below.   A more complete description of the actuators and sensors 

is included in Appendix A. 
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Actuator Input Description 

1) Fuel flow command, u- -- Request to fuel valve. 

2) Exhaust area command, u.    =   Request to exhaust nozzle actuator 

3) Compressor bleed command, uRT n   =   Request to compressor 

bleed actuator. 

4) Inlet guide vane command, uTpV - Request to inlet guide vane 
actuator. 

Sensor Output Description 

1) Fuel flow, w. = Fuel flow into combustion chamber.   This 

signal was recorded as the pressure differential across the 

fuel nozzle, i. e., fuel nozzle pressure minus compressor 

discharge pressure, and corrected to actual fuel flow in 

Ib/hr with a steady-state calibration. 

2) Exhaust area, Ag = Effective cross-sectional area of exhaust 
nozzle.    This signal was recorded as the feedback voltage 
(calibrated in inches squared) from a mechanical potenti- 

ometer positioned on the nozzle drive mechanism. 

3) Compressor Bleed, BLD =   Effective area of compressor 
bleeds.   The scale is nondimensionalized in the sense that 

1 corresponds to fully open bleeds and 0 corresponds to 

fully closed bleeds.   A potentiometer located on the actuator 

mechanism was used to record this signal, 

4) Inlet Guide Vane, IGV = Incidence angle of inlet guide vanes. 
The nondimensional scale is constructed with 0. 0 
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corresponding to the high-speed position of the inlet guide 
vanes and 1. 0 corresponding to low-speed position.   A 
potentiometer which measures actuator movement was used 

to record this signal. 

5) Spool Speed, N = Angular frequency of rotor shaft.   A sensor 

which measures elapsed time per revolution of the rotor was 
used to obtain this signal.   The sensor does not contain any 

dynamics in the frequency range tested. 

6) Compressor Discharge Pressure, P3 = Static pressure at the 

compressor discharge.   This signal was measured with a 

static pressure tap embedded in the wall of the engine slightly 
behind the compressor outlet guide vanes. 

7) Turbine Discharge Pressure, P, = Total pressure at turbine 

discharge.   The P5 sensor consists of a system of five total 

pressure probes spread around the engine and in back of the 

turbine discharge.   A single signal is obtained by averaging 
the outputs of the five probes. 

AP 
8) Mach Number Sensor, «- = Total minus static pressure 

divided by total pressure at compressor discharge.   This 

signal was obtained from a special sensor built by Bendix. 
All subtraction and division necessary to obtain the AP/P3 

signal is performed in the sensor which is located behind the 
compressor discharge. 

9) Turbine Discharge Temperature, T5 = Temperature at tur- 

bine discharge.   The Tc sensor is composed of 19 individ- 
ual thermocouples coupled in parallel.   The thermocouples 

are spaced around the engine a few inches behind the turbine 
discharge. 
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Also included in Figures 5 through 29 are frequency response measurements 

obtained from the two analytic models, the linearized NASA component model 

and the APL analog model.   The linearized NASA component model is the 

analytic model which was used to synthesize optimal controllers for the 

engine.   State variables associated with the model are identified in Figure 30, 

A complete description of the model is included in Reference 4.    The APL 

analog model is described in Reference 5. 

A digital computer program was used to obtain frequency response data from 

the linearized NASA component model. The program computes the amplitude 

ratio and phase shift between an input-output pair. 

The BAFCO servoanalyzer was used to obtain frequency response measure- 

ments from the APL analog model.   Inlet guide vane and compressor bleed 

data are not presented for the analog model, since the model does not contain 

representations of these two controls. 

Steady-state data defining the three operating points examined for this pro- 

ject are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3.   Corresponding data obtained from 

the linearized NASA component model and the APL analog model are also 

listed. 

ACTUATOR RESPONSES 

Bode frequency response plots for the four engine actuators (fuel valve, 

exhaust nozzle, compressor bleed, and inlet guide vane) are presented in 

Figures 5 through 8.   Also presented in these figures are frequency 

responses of the actuator models included in the two analytic models, the 

linearized NASA component model and the APL analog model.   Comparison 

of the results supports two observations:   (1) the fuel valve actuator is accu- 

rately represented in the analytic models, and (2) the engine geometry actu- 

ators exhibit higher bandwidth than their counterparts in the analytic models. 
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The frequency response of the fuel valve actuator at 95 percent of maximum 

spool speed is presented in Figure 5.   Both the linearized NASA component 
model and the APL analog model fuel valves are accurate representations 

of the engine fuel valve in the low-frequency region, i. e., the frequency 
responses agree up to about 4. 0 Hz.   There are significant differences 
above 4, 0 Hz.   These include experimental fuel valve dynamics, centered at 

7. 0 Hz, and high-frequency phase rolloff.   These results are also valid at 
the other two operating points, 70 percent and 85 percent of maximum spool 

speed. 

The frequency responses of the engine exhaust area actuator and the analytic 
models are presented in Figure 6.   They show the engine actuator to be of 

higher bandwidth and to have a different phase response than the two analytic 
models.   The principal differences are: (1) the     mponent model gain rolls- 

off much sooner and faster than the engine actuator gain, ami (2) the engine 

actuator has -30 degrees phase shift at low frequency, whereas the compo- 

nent model has little or no   phase shift.   A nonlinear hysterisis effect in the 
engine exhaust actuator is responsible for the -30 degrees of phase shift at 
low frequency.   Since the component model is a linear model, this nonlinear 
effect is not duplicated in the component model response. 

The nonlinear hysterisis effect of the engine actuator is included in the 
analog model, but the effect is too pronounced:  the analog actuator model 

has about 20 degrees more phase shift than the engine actuator.   This dis- 
crepancy could be minimized by reducing the deadband uncertainty in the 

nozzle actuator simulation in the analog model. 

Frequency responses of the compressor bleed actuator and inlet guide vane 
actuator are contrasted with those of the linearized NASA component model 
in Figures 7 and 8.   Representations for the analog model are not included 

in these figures, since compressor bleed and inlet guide vane effects are not 

included in the analog model. 
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The main difference between the frequency responses of the engine com- 

pressor bleed and inlet guide vane actuators and the frequency responses of 
the component model actuators is that the engine actuators are of consider- 
ably higher bandwidth than the component model actuators.   This incompati- 
bility also accounts for the observed differences in phase response. 

ENGINE RESPONSE TO FUEL FLOW 

Frequency response plots of spool speed, N, compressor discharge prea^ 

sure, P3, turbine discharge pressure, P5,  compressor Mach number, 

AP/P„, and turbine discharge temperature, T-, for oscillations in fuel flow 
are presented in Figures 9 through 19.   Comparison of these engine re- 
sponses with similar responses obtained from the linearized NASA compo- 

nent model and the A PL analog model leads to the following conclusions: 

1) The spool speed and turbine discharge temperature frequency 
responses of the engine agree very well with the responses of 

the two analytic models up to 2. 0 Hz.   This is above the nor- 
mal bandwidth for speed control loops of 1. 0 Hz. 

2) The pressure and Mach number responses of the engine agree 

very well with the responses of the analytic models up to 
10. 0 Hz except for the turbine discharge pressure response of 

the analog model. 

3) High-frequency dynamics present in the engine responses, 
primarily caused by time delay, are not represented in the 

analytic models. 

4) The phase shift of the turbine discharge pressure response of 

the analog model does not agree with either the engine or com- 

ponent model results. 
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These conclusions are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Spool speed frequency responses are presented for three operating points, 
70 percent,  85 percent, and 95 percent maximum spool speed, in Figures 9, 
10, and 11.   Examination of these responses shows that both the component 

model and the analog model contain good approximations to the fuel flow 

effects of the engine in the low-frequency region, up to 2, 0 Hz.   Above 2, 0 

Hz the phase response of the engine differs considerably from the phase re- 

sponse of the two models:  the engine phase shift is much greater than that of 

either model.   This behavior indicates that the engine contains significant 

high-frequency spool dynamics which are not included in either analytic model. 

Compressor discharge pressure, P„, responses at the three operating points, 

are presented in Figures 12,  13, and 14.   Agreement between the engine data 
and the responses of the component model and analog model is exhibited out 
to about 10 Hz.    The principal differences between the engine data and the 

analytic models are:   (1) the engine data contains a time delay of about 10 to 
15 milliseconds which is not represented in the analytic models, and (2) the 

frequency responses indicate that the engine contains significant dynamics in 

the 5, 0 to 8. 0-Hz frequency range which are not included in the analytic 
models. 

Turbine discharge pressure, P,-, frequency responses presented in Figures 
15,  16, and 17, substantiate most of the conclusions drawn from the com- 

pressor discharge pressure responses.   Agreement between the engine data 

and the component model is observed out to about 10 Hz.   These engine re- 
sponses also show the time delay of about 10 to 15 milleseconds and the pres- 

sure dynamics in the 5. 0 to 8, 0-Hz frequency range which were noted in the 
compressor discharge pressure responses.   However, one significant differ- 

ence between the P« responses and the P,. responses should be noted:   the 
analog simulation of P„ agrees very well with engine data, but the analog 

simulation of P5 does not agree with the corresponding engine data.   The 
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phase shift response of the analog P- response is incorrect throughout the 
frequency range.   Correction of this incompatibility would enhance the use- 
fulness of the analog model. 

The engine Mach number sensor, AP/P„, frequency response at 95 percent 

maximum spool speed is presented in Figure 18 and compared with the fre- 
quency response of the analog model simulation.   No data are presented for 

the component model because it does not include a model of the sensor.   The 

principal difference between the responses, shown in the figure, is that the 

analog response has less phase shift than the engine response.    Similar 

results were obtained at the other two operating points, 70 percent and 85 per- 

cent maximum spool speed. 

Turbine discharge temperature, T5, frequency responses of the engine and the 

two analytic models at 95 percent maximum spool speed are presented in 
Figure 19.   The results show agreement between the engine response and the 
responses of the two models out to about 2. 0 Hz,    Beyond 2. 0 Hz the phase 
shift of the engine response is much greater than the phase shift of the models, 
indicating that the engine contains some high-frequency dynamics which are 
not identified in the models.   This observation substantiates the conclusions 

drawn from the spool speed responses discussed previously. 

ENGINE RESPONSE TO EXHAUST AREA 

Bode plots of spool speed, N,  compressor discharge pressure, P~, turbine 
discharge pressure, P-, and turbine discharge temperature, T,., for oscilla- 

tions in exhaust area, Ag, are presented in Figures 20 through 23,   Compari- 
son of the engine responses shown in these figures with corresponding re- 

sponses obtained from the linearized NASA component model and the A PL 

analog model suggests the following conclusions: 
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1) DC gain levels do not agree very well between the engine 

responses and the two analytic models.   This discrepancy is 

simply a calibration problem. 

2) Except for differences in DC gain levels, the spool speed 

responses and turbine discharge temperature responses of 

the two analytic models agree fairly well with the corre- 

sponding engine responses in the frequency range below 

2.0 Hz. 

3) The compressor discharge pressure,  P„, response of the 

engine is accurately simulated by the two analytic models. 

4) Neither the analog model nor the component model accurately 

represents the engine turbine discharge pressure, Pc, 

response. 

These conclusions are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The spool speed response of the engine at 95 percent maximum spool speed is 

compared with the corresponding responses of the two analytic models in 

Figure 20.    Except for differences in DC gain level, the model responses are 

seen to agree with the engine frequency response in the frequency range below 

2. 0 Hz.    Beyond 2. 0 Hz the engine phase shift drops considerably below the 

phase responses of the two models,  indicating that the engine contains some 

high-frequency dynamics which are not included in the models. 

Most of the mismatch in DC gain levels can be attributed to the exhaust area 

calibration incompatibility between the engine and the models.    The two 

exhaust nozzle simulations and the engine exhaust area sensor all have differ- 

ent nozzle area calibrations.   A method for correcting the nozzle area cali- 

brations of the two models to agree with the engine calibration was not identi- 

fied because engine nozzle area could not be measured directly.    Different 

DC gain levels are characteristic of all of the exhaust actuator frequency data. 
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Compressor discharge pressure, P„, response of the engine and the two 

models at 95 percent maximum spool speed are shown in Figure 21.   These 

responses also show the DC gain mismatch discussed above.   Other than that, 

the frequency responses of the two analytic models closely approximate the 

frequency response of the engine.   This result is also valid for the frequency 

responses at the other operating points, 70 percent and 85 percent maximum 

spool speed. 

The turbine discharge pressure, P,,, frequency responses are presented in 

Figure 22.   They show that the P- simulations included in the models are 

not as accurate as the P„ simulations.   The gain and phase of the component 

model Pj. response have the same basic shape as the corresponding gain and 

phase of the engine response, but the component model gain is about 10 deci- 

bels lower and the component model phase response shows aboui 30 degrees 

more phase shift.    Neither the gain nor phase of the analog model P,- re- 

sponse matches the engine response. 

The turbine discharge temperature, T,-, response of the engine is compared 

with the corresponding responses of the two analytic models in Figure 23. 

These responses show that the component model approximates the engine 

response well, especially in the frequency range below 2, 0 Hz.    The analog 

model also reasonably approximates the engine response; however, the analog 

model gain respond? is quite low and the phase response shows more phase 

shift than the engine. 

ENGINE RESPONSES TO COMPRESSOR BLEED 

Sample Bode frequency response plots of spool speed, compressor discharge 

pressure, and turbine discharge temperature for oscillations in compressor 

bleed are presented in Figures 24, 25, and 26.    The plots include frequency 

data representing the engine and the lirearized NASA component model; the 
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analog model is not represented, since the simulation does not contain com- 

pressor bleed effects.   Comparison of the engine frequency responses with 

the component model responses supports the following conclujions: 

1) The shape of the gain responses of the component model 

agrees with the shape of the corresponding engine responses. 

However, there are some significant differences in DC gain 

levels. 

2) Phase responses of the component, model do not accurately 

represent the engine phase responses.   The engine frequency 

responses exhibit more phase shift than the component model 

responses throughout most of the frequency range. 

Individual Bode plots are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The spool speed, N,  frequency response of the engine at 95 percent maximum 

spool speed is compared with the corresponding frequency response of the 

component model in Figure 24.   Agreement between the engine and component 

model gain responses is very good, within 3 decibels, but the engine phase 

response shows much more phase shift at high frequencies than the component 

model phase response, indicating that the engine contains high-frequency 

dynamics which are not included in the linear model. 

Engine and component model frequency responses of Po and T- at 95 percent 

maximum spool spee^ are presented in Figures 25 and 2 6.   Both plots show 

the engine to have 30 degrees more phase shift at low frequency than the 

component model.   Gain responses of the engine and component model are 

similar in shape, but the DC gain levels are off by more tnan R decibels. 

Frequency responses of these variables obtained at the other .wo operating 

points,  70 percent and 85 percent maximum spool speed, further substantiate 

these observations. 
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ENGINE RESPONSES TO INLET GUIDE VANES 

Frequency response plots of spool speed,  compressor discharge pressure, 

and turbine discharge temperature for oscillation of the inlet guide vanes are 

presented in Figures 27, 2 8, and 2 9.   Engine frequency response data and 

linearized NASA comoonent model frequency response data are compared in 

the plots at one operating point,  95 percent maximum spool speed.   Analog 

model data are not included, since the analog simulation does not contain 

inlet guide vane effects.   Comparison of the engine and component model fre- 

quency responses supports the following conclusions: 

1) The spool speed and F„ responses of the component model 

are approximate representations of the engine frequency 

responses.   The shape of the gain curves agree, and the 

phase response? agree within 30 degrees in the frequency 

range below 2. 0 Hz. 

2) The T,- response of the component model is a poor repre- 

sentation of the corresponding engine response.    The gain 

responses differ significantly in shape and the phase re- 

sponses differ by as much as 140 degrees in the frequency 

range tested. 

These conclusions are explained in the following paragraphs. 

Engine and compomnt model spool speed frequency responses are presented 

in Figure 27.   These data show agreement typically within 3 decibels in the 

gain responses, but the phase shift of the engine above 0. 5 Hz is significantly 

greater than the phase shift of the component model.   The greater phase shift 

of the engine data indicates that the engine contains high-frequency dynamics 

which are not represented in the component model.   As previously noted, a 

similar conclusion was made concerning the spool speed responses to oscilla- 

tions in exhaust area and compressor tueeds. 
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The P„ responses presented in Figure 2 8 show that, except for a different 

DC gain level and a constant phase error of about 20 degrees, the component 

model is a good enough approximation for design purposes to the engine fre- 
quency response, considering the nonlinearity of the actuator. 

The frequency response data of Figure 29 show that inlet guide vane effect on 

Tc is not correctly simulated in the component model.   Neither the gain nor 

phase responses of the component model agree with the corresponding re- 

sponses of the engine. 
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TEST SIGNAL 
ACTUATOR 

I 
ENGINE 

I 
| SENSOR 1 |       |SENSOR 2| 

|E,(t) E2(Ü 

BAFCO 
SERVOANALYZER 

E1(Ü= Ej^ SIN(w1t+01) 

E2(t)= E2 SIN ((^1+03) 

AMPLITUDE RATIO =    | g^ 

PHASE SHIFT = A"0! 

-► AMPLITUDE RATIO 

-► PHASE SHIFT 

Figure 4.    Frequency Response Analysis 
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Table 1.   Steady-State Data--Engine Test 

Response Units 
Operating Point, N/Nmax 

70 Percent 85 Percent 95 Percent 

Wf Ib/hr 630.0 910.0 1504.0 

A8 
in2 162.0 158.0 115.0 

i  tov Nondimensional 0,943 0.600 0. 049 

BLD Nondimensional 0.983 0.638 0.115           j 

N rpm 11.319.0 13,976.0 15,279.0 

P3 psi 34.4 53.2 74.8             | 

P5 psi 15.8 18.0 24.1              | 

AP/Pg psi/psi 0.125 0.152 0.161           | 

T4 
0R 1331.0 1377,0 1632.0         j 

T5 
0R 990.0 957.0 1141.0 

aPfn psi 135.6 146.8 198.2 

Table 2.    Steady-State Data--Component Model 

Response Units 
Operating Point, N/Nm 

70 Percent 85 Percent   1 100 Percent | 

1    Wf Ib/hr 738.0 1052.0 2927,0          | 

A8 in2 132.0 162.0 91.5 

IGV Nondimensional 1.0 0,619 0 

1     BLD Nondimensional 1.0 0.724 0 

N rpm 11,550,0 14,025.0 16,500.0      j 

P3 psi 39.9 60.4 101.5             j 

P5 psi 17.2 20.3 36.6 

T4 
0R 1426,0 1498.0 2216.0          j 

T5 
0R 1194,0 1179.0 1796.0           j 
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Table 3.    St»ady-State Data--APL Analog Model 

Response Units 
Operating Point, N/N   _ 

70 Percent 85 Percent 95 Percent | 

Wf Ib/hr 852.0 1319.0 1857.0 

A8 in2 156, 5 156, 5 142.0 

N rpm 11,598,0 14.066,0 15,660,0 

P3 psi 39.8 59.3 79, 3 

P5 psi 27,8 28.4 20.9 

AP/P3 psi/psi 0,125 0. 152 0.171 

T4 
0R 1447,0 1540.0 1725.0 

T5 
0R 1167.0 1129.0 1180.0 
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SECTION in 
MULTIVARIABLE DYNAMIC ENGINE MODEL 

INTRODUCTION 

Complete transfer function models corresponding to the Bode frequency re- 
sponse data obtained from the APL J85 engine are presented and discussed 

in this section.   Consistency and physical significance of the models ai-e 
analyzed in the following paragraphs.   The results demonstrate that multi- 
variable dynamic engine models can be successfully identified from experi- 

mental frequency response measurements. 

Transfer function models were identified from the Bode frequency response 
plots with a computer algorithm called TFNS.   The algorithm is programmed 

to calculate the transfer function which best approximates the experimental 

frequency response measurements.   Polynomials in the transfer function are 

computed iteratively so that the square of the difference between the experi- 

mental frequency response and frequency response of the transfer function 

approximation is minimized.   That is, if the experimental frequency response 

is denoted by G(ju) and the frequency response of the transfer function approxi- 
mation is denoted by G (ju), the computer algorithm calculates the poly- 

Si 

nomials in G (jw) so that the following error is minimized: 

00 

El j   |G(j(j)- Ga(ju)|2du 

A detailed discussion of the TFNS program is included in Appendix B.   The 
tram? '?r function models identified with the TFNS program are listed in 
Tables 4 through 23.   Models are presented for three engine speed operating 

points, N/N        =70 percent, 85 percent, and 95 percent.   The transfer 
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functions included in these  data are listed below in the same order in which 
they are discussed in the subsections that follow.   Actuator inputs arc sensor 

measurements represented in these transfer functions are described • 

Section II. 

Actuator 
transfer functions 

Fuel flow 
transfer functions 

Exhaust area 
transfer functions 

Ref. 
Table 

4 

5 

6 

7 

10 

11 

12 

Transfer Function 

Fuel flow/fuel command, Wf/uw 

Exhaust area/exhaust area command, 
A8/uA8 

Compressor bleed/compressor bleed 
command, BLD/uBLD 

Inlet guide vane/inlet guide vane command. 
IGV/u ICV 

8 Spool speed/fuel flow, N/Wf 

9 Compressor discharge pressure/fuel flow. 
P3/Wf 
Turbine discharge pressure/fuel flow, 
p5/w: 

APi Mach number sensor/fuel flow, -5—/W 
3 Po'   "f 

Turbine discharge temperature/fuel flow, 

Vwf 
13 Spool speed/exhaust area, N/A« 

14 Compressor discharge pressure/exhaust area, 
P3/A8 

15 Turbine discharge pressure/exhaust area, 
P5/A8 

AP 
16 Mach number sensor/exhaust area, ^~fAQ P3     8 

17 Turbine discharge temperature/exhaust 
area, T5/A8 
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Ref. 
Table Transfer Function 

Compressor bleed      18 Spool speed/compressor bleed, N/BLD 
transfer functions       19 Compressor discharge/compressor bleed, 

Pg/BLD 

20 Turbine discharge temperature/compressor 
bleed, Tg/BLD 

Inlet guide vane 21 Spool speed/inlet guide vane, N/IGV 
transfer functions       22 Compressor discharge pressure/inlet 

guide vane, P3/IGV 

23 Turbine discharge temperature/inlet guide 
vane, Tg/IGV 

The quality of these transfer function models is summarized in the following 

statements: 

• Engine dynamics in the 0. 05 to 100-Hz frequency range sire 

identified in the models. 

• Consistency is demonstrated between corresponding transfer 
functions at different operating points. 

• Consistency is demonstrated between different transfer functions 
at the same operating point. 

These statements are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The transfer functions presented in Tables 4 through 23 contain a compre- 
hensive, accurate description of the J85 engine.   All significant actuator 

dynamics and gas dynamics in the frequency range 0. 05 to 100 Hz are accu- 

rately represented in the data.   In the past it has beenpossible to experiment- 
ally measure engine dynamics only over a very limited frequency range due 
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to the difficulty in computing accurate amplitude and phase shift information 
from noisy sensor signals.   This difficulty was circumvented with the BAFCO 

two-channel servoanalyzer which is unique in its ability to accurately identify 
frequency response data from noisy signals. 

Examination of corresponding transfer functions at different operating points 

shows the results to be consistent with respect to the relative positions of the 

poles and zeros.   As an example, consider the transfer function models of 
Tc/Ap at the three operating points, N/NTV.„„ = 70 percent, 85 percent, and 
Do " XXlclX 

95 percent.   These three transfer functions are all first over second order. 
Poles and zeros in the transfer functions are listed below: 

T5/A8 Transfer Function Models 

Association 

Zeros (rad/sec) 

Poles (rad/sec) 

The data clearly show the location of the poles and zeros to shift consistently 

between operating points.   That is, the poles and zeros for the N/N = max 
70 percent operating point are all located at lower frequencies than the cor- 
responding poles and zeros for the 85 percent operating point.   Similarly, 

the poles and zeros for the 85 percent operating point are all located at 
lower frequencies than the corresponding poles and zeros for the 95 percent 

operating point.   This shows consistency with the ohysics of turbine engines. 

Consistency between different transfer functions at the same operating point 
is also exhibited by the data.    Dynamic states are properly identified in sev- 

eral transfer functions.   For example, consider the three transfer functions 

N/W-, N/A0, and P~/A0 for the N/N,,.,, = 95 percent operating point.   The i o o     o max 
poles in these transfer functions are listed below: 
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N/Nmax ■ 70% 85% 95% 

-8.75 -13.4 -42.4 

-0.361 -1.01 -1.42 

-3.67 -8.14 -13.0 



Comparison of Transfer Function Models for 
N/Nmax = 95 Percent 

Association N/Wf     N/Ag      Pg/Ag 

Poles (rad/sec)        -2.86     -3.38      -3.41 

-76.7      -53.9      -45.8 
-260.0          

These data show a pole located at approximately -3. 0 radians per second 

common to all three transfer functions.   Another pole located at about -50 

radians per second is common to both the N/Aa and Po/A« transfer functions. 

Possibly the pole located at -76.7 radians per second in the N/W- transfer 

function also corresponds to the -50 radians per second pole identified in the 

other two transfer functions.   Some thermodynamic states should appear in 

several output responses in this way. 

In many cases the state variables identified in the transfer function models 

can easily be interpreted in terms of physical engine parameters.   The most 

obvious of these relationships are summarized below: 

•      Spool inertia shows up in all the transfer functions. 

• 

• 

A time delay has been identified in the P0/W-, Pc/W,, and 
A p. 3     f      5     f 
-p^W, transfer functions. 
r3     1 

Te thermocouple time constants are contained in the T- 
response. 

•      Tailpipe gas dynamics show up in the fuel flow respones, 

as well as in some of the other responses. 

All of the transfer functions contain a low-frequency pole between about 0. 7 
and 3. 5 radians per second which is associated with spool inertia.   Approxi- 

mate time constants are identified below for each of the three operating 

points modeled: 
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Spool Inertia Time Constants in Seconds 

Association       N/N   „,,. = 70% 85% 95% 

Time constant 1.2 0.55 0.36 

Range of data        1.4 to 0.5 0.85 to 0.27    0.65 to 0.20 

These data were computed by averaging the results for each operating point. 

The Pg/W-, PR/W- and-^-ZW. transfer functions contain Pade approxima- 

tions corresponding to a time delay of between 11 and 15 milliseconds. 

Although this time delay is believed to be associated with the fuel combustion 

process, the specific physical interpretation of the delay is not clear at this 

time.   This delay :s considerably larger than the combustion time delay pre- 

dicted by existing engine models.   The time delay data are summarized 

below: 

Combustion Time Delay in Seconds 

Association      N/N_ov = 70% 85% 95% 

DeUytime 0.015 0.014 0.011 

Identification of these time delays from the transfer function data is dis- 
cussed later in this section under the heading "Engine Transfer Functions 
for Fuel Flow." 

The T- transfer functions contain a set of poles in the 0. 35 to 1. 90-radian 
per second frequency range which represents T5 thermocouple dynamics. 
Approximate time constants are identified below for each of the three 
operating points modeled: 
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Te Thermocouple Time Constants in Seconds 

Association    N/N
max = 70% 85% 95% 

Time constant 2.71 1.21 0.60 

Range of data     2. 53 to 2. 85        0.87 to 2. 52     0.53 to 0.70 

These data were computed by averaging the results for each operating point. 

The fuel flow transfer functions also contain a consistent set of poles which 

represent the fundamental resonance in the engine tailpipe.    The resonance 
is characterized by a natural frequency of between 35 and 50 radians per 

second with a damping coefficient around 0. 2. 

ACTUATOR TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 

Transfer function models corresponding to the four engine actuators are pre- 
sented in Tables 4 through 7.    Poles and zeros for the fuel valve are identi- 

fied out to about 50 Hz.   The geometry actuators, exhaust area, compressor 
bleeds, and inlet guide vanes are lower bandwidth than the fuel valve and, 
consequently, the poles and zeros for these actuators are identified only out 

to about 10 Hz. 

Comparison of corresponding actuator transfer functions at different operat- 

ing points shows that the actuators respond more quickly at spool speeds near 
maximum than they do at lower speeds (i. e., the natural frequencies of the 
actuators increase with increasing spool speed).   This behavior is related to 

the hydromechanical design of the actuators.   The actuators respond faster 
at higher spool speeds because the hydraulic pressure power source in- 

creases with spool speed. 
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Transfer function models of the fuel valve at the three operating points tested 
are listed in Table 4.   Both the 95 percent and 85 percent N/N        models max 
contain six orders of numerator and denominator dynamics; the 70 percent 
N/N        model contains five orders of numerator and demoninator dynamics. 

Poles associated with the models are identified below. 

Wf/u. Dynamics 

Association 

N/Nmax = 70% 85% 95% 

Frequency Damping Frequency Damping Frequency Damping 

Tailpipe 
dynamics 

Actuator 
dynamics 

34.2 

i    148.0 

| -156.0 

0.502 

0.208 

44.9 

137.0 

239.0 

0.206 

0.145 

0.179 

49.4 

134.0 

248.0 

0.242 

0.172 

0, 172 

These models contain representations of tailpipe resonance and actuator dy- 

namics.   Ideally, the models would only contain actuator dynamics, but be- 

cause fuel flow was obtained by measuring the pressure differential across 
the fuel nozzle, (APfuel noz2le 4 p^ ^^ . Pg), these models contain 

dynamj.es identified with the ?„ response in addition to actuator dynamics. 

A detailed analysis of the effect of P3 dynamics on the measurement of fuel 
flow is included in Appendix A. 

Resonance in the tailpipe section is represented by a complex pole with 

natural frequency around 40 radians per second and a damping ratio of 0. 25. 

The natural frequency of the pole is seen to increase with increasing spool 

speed because the velocity of the airflow in the tailpipe increases with spool 

speed.   Similar representations of tailpipe dynamics are included in the 
AP Pq/W-, P5/Wf, andp-ZW, models discussed in the following subsection. 

B 

Except for the 70 percent model, fuel valve actuator dynamics are repre- 

sented as a pair of complex poles, one with a natural frequency of 140 radians 
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per second and a damping ratio of 0.18, and the other with a natural fre- 

quency of 240 radians per second and a damping ratio of 0.175.   This repre- 

sentation of actuator dynamics agrees with the results obtained from bench 

tests of the fuel valve which also showed the valve to be a fourth-order de- 

vice characterized by two complex poles, one with a natural frequency of 20 
Hz and a damping ratio of 0. 20, and the other with a natural frequency of 30 
Hz and a damping ratio of 0. 80. " 

Exhaust actuator models are listed in Table 5.   These models show the 
exhaust actuator to be a second-order device with a natural frequency around 

33 radians per second and a damping ratio of about 0. 40.   The natural fre- 
quency increases with increasing spool speed from 27.2 radians per second 

at the 70 percent N/N        operating point to 38. 2 radians per second at the 

95 percent N/N        operating point. 

Transfer function models of the compressor bleeds and inlet guide vane actu- 

ators presented in Tables 6 and 7 show both of these actuators to be essen- 

tially first-order devices.   Time constants for the actuators are summarized 

below. 

Bleed and IGV Time Constants in Seconds 

Association N/N '   max 70%     85% 95% 

Compressor bleed 
time constant 

0.032 0.029 0.028 

Inlet guide vane 
time constant 

  0.066 0.050 

No data are presented for the inlet guide vanes at N/N_     = 70 percent be- max r 

cause the IGV actuator has little effect on engine responses at this speed. 
The time constants listed above show the BLD and IGV actuators to be much 
faster than expected; the ELD actuator was previously modeled with a time 

constant of 0. 5 second and the IGV actuator was previously modeled with a 

time constant of 0. 2 second. 
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ENGINE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR FUEL FLOW 

Transfer function models of spool speed N, compressor discharge pressure, 
P3, turbine discharge pressure, P5, Mach number sensor, AP/P-, and 

turbine discharge temperature, T5, with respect to fuel flow, W,, are pre- 
sented in Tables 8 through 12.   Engine dynamics in the 0. 05 to 100-Hz fre- 

quency range are identified in the models, including representations of spool 

inertia, gas dynamics, sensor dynamics, and combustion time delay.   Some 
of the important features of these models are summarized below and discussed 
in the following paragraphs: 

• Spool inertia is consistently identified in the N/Wf, P3/W-, and 
A P „   /Wf transfer functions. 

• Pade approximations to a combustion time delay are included 

in the P^Wf, P^Wf and pP/Wf models. 

• The T-/Wf transfer functions contain T^ thermocouple sensor 

dynamics. 

• Tailpipe gas dynamics are identified in the N/W*, P« /W„, 
AP i      o      i 

P5/Wf, and p/Wf models. 
9 

Table 8 contains transfer function models of N/Wf for the three operating 

points tested, 70 percent, 85 percent, and 95 percent maximum spool speed. 

Two sets of poles are consistently identified in these models.   The first set 

of poles occurs at relatively low frequency, around 2. 0 radians per second, 

and is associated with spool inertia.   The second set of poles which occurs at 

higher frequency, around 60 radians per second, and is associated with gas 

dynamics in the engine tailpipe.   Locations of the poles for these three models 

are listed below: 
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N/W- Dynamics 

Root Association 70% 85% 

Spool inertia -0.714      -1.17 

Tailpipe dynamics -42. 8 -60. 1 

95% 

-2.86 

-76.7 

-260.0 

Notice that the location of the poles varies consistency with spool speed. 

This result is predicted by engine thermodynamics. 

Transfer function models of Po/W» are presented in Table 9.   These models 

contain representations of spool inertia, gas dynamics, and combustion time 
delay.   All three transfer functions contain seven poles.   Associations with 
engine and sensor dynamics are outlined below: 

P3/Wf Dynamics 

Association 
7 0% 85 % 9E % 

Frequency Damping Frequency Damping Frequency Damping 

Spool inertia -0.800 ... -1.39 — -2.83 .-. 

Tailpipe 
dynamics 

34,0 0.041 38.0 0,162 49.6 0.021 

Combustion 
time delay 

r274.0 0.892 149.0 0.812 290.0 0.853 

I 479.0 0.328 423.0 0.133 542.0 0.039 

The lowest-frequency pole at each operating point is associated with spool 

inertia. These roots agree with the spool inertia roots identified from the 
N/W- transfer function models. 

The second lowest-frequency pole at each operating point 's a complex pair 

which is associated with gas dynamics in the engine tailpipe section.    The 
resonant frequency increases with increasing spool speed because the air- 

flow velocity increases with increasing spool speed.    A representation of 
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these dynamics (not as accurate) was also identified from the N/Wf transfer 

functions. 

The two high-frequency complex pairs at each operating points are part of a 
Fade approximation of a time delay related to the combustion process.   The 
Fade approximation is usually made up of two or more pairs of poles and 
zeros which have the same natural frequency and equal damping ratios with 

opposite algebraic signs.   For example, consider the Fade approximation 

included in the 95 percent maximum spool speed P„/Wf transfer function. 

In the frequency domain the Fade approximation is: 

S_2 a. 2(-0. 754)S 
282 282 + 1 S   12       2(-0. 056)S   ,  1 

528) 528 
_S_\2   .   2(0. 853)5   .  . 
290]    * 290 i 

S  12   ,   2(0.039)5   .  . 
542/ 542 

This approximation is composed of two pole-zero pairs.    The zeros in each 

pair are roughly identical to the poles except for the algebraic sign on the 
damping term.    This characteristic identifies the function as a Fade approxi- 

mation to a time delay. 

Similar Fade approximations are included in the F3/Wf models at the other 
two operating points, 70 percent and 85 percent maximum spool speed.   The 

delay times in seconis corresponding to these approximations are listed 

below: 

Combustion Time Delays in Seconds 

Association        7 0% 85% 95% 

Delay time        0.015       0.014      0.011 

Thus, 'he delay time decreases with increasing spool speed. 
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Transfer function models for PR/W- are presented in Table 10.   Engine dy- 

namics represented in these models are identified below: 

Pg/W. Dynamics 

j        Association 
7 0% 8E % 95 %        ! 

Frequency Damping Frequency Damping Frequency Damping 

Spool inertia -1.52 .— -3.13 .— -8,82 I 
/     43.7 0.291 44.7 0.239 45,7 0,268 

Gas dynamics 111.0 0.734 -81.7 

-130.0 

-495.0 

574.0 

... 123,0 0, 866 

Combustion time 
delay 

(   314.0 0.335 

0,310 

685,0 0,741 

The lowest-frequency pole at each operating point is believed to be associated 

with spool inertia, although the roots identified here are higher in frequency 

than the spool inertia roots identified in the N/W- and Pq/W. transfer 
functions. 

The poles located in the intermediate frequency range, 50 to 130 radians per 
second, represent engme gas dynamics.   Two resonance conditions are 

included in these models.    The complex pair at about 45 radians per second 

with a damping ratio around 0. 26 is identified with the fundamental resonance 
in the tailpipe section.   The other complex pair at about 100 radians per 
second with a damping ratio around 0. 80 represents either a secondary 

resonance in the tailpipe section or a resonance in a smaller volume in the 

engine such as the burner or compressor volume.   It should be noted that the 
higher-frequency resonance is not accurately identified in the N/N        =85 
percent model; it is represented by two real roots (natural frequencies of 

-81. 7 and -130 radians per second) instead of by one complex pair.   This 

inconsistency is apparently related to experimental error in the raw fre- 

quency data. 
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The high-frequency poles at each operating point are part of Pade approxi- 
mations to combustions time delays.   Although the poles and zeros associated 

with these Pade approximations are not identical to the poles and zeros 

associated with the Pade approximations identified in the P3/W- models, the 
time delays modeled are the same.   Thus, at 70 percent maximum spool 

speed the delay is 0. 015 second, at 85 percent the delay is 0. 014 second, 

and at 95 percent the delay is 0. 011 second. 

Ap, 
Mach number sensor, -rjWW», transfer function models are listed in Table 11. 

^3     1 

The dynamic representations included in these models are similar to those 

included in the Po/W- and P,/W- models.   Pole identifications are enumer- 
•3 1 0 1 

ated below: 

AP =-/Wf Dynamics 
3 

Association 
70% 85% 95%                 1 

Frequency Damping Frequency Damping Frequency Damping 

Spool inertia 

Tailpipe 
dynamics 

Combustion time 
delay 

-0.716 

i    34.9 

( -58.4 

|  171.0 

( 345.0 

0. 138 

0.567 

0,062 

- 1.49 

63.6 

-31.2 

180.0 

0. 188 

0,541 

-3.50 

49.7 

-60.4 

240.0 

0.004 

0.414 

The lowest-frequency pole at each operating point is associated with spool 
inertia.   These roots agree very well with the spool inertia roots identified 

from the N/W- and P3/Wf transfer function models. 

The next two poles are associated with gas dynamics.   Tailpipe dynamics 

are represented by the complex pair at about 50 radians per second with a 

damping ratio around 0. 15.   This representation roughly agrees with the 
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results presented for the N/Wf, Po/Wf, and P5/Wf transfer functions.   A 
specific interpretation of the other pole is not clear. 

The high-frequency poles are associated with the combustion time delay. 
These poles are part of Pade approximations equivalent to the approximations 

included in the Po/W- and P5/W- models.   Thus, at 70 percent maximum 

spool speed the delay is 0. 015 second, at 85 percent the delay is 0. 014 second 
and at 95 percent the delay is 0. Oil second. 

Transfer function models for T5/Wf are presented in Table 12.   The dynamic 
states included in these models are identified below: 

T5 /Wf Dynamics 

Association 
7 0% 85% 95%                | 

Frequency Damping Frequency Damping Frequency Damping 

T5 sensor 

Spool inertia 

Gas 
dynamics 

-0.395 

-2.98 

/ -94.0   

-0,749 

-4,31 

-214.0 

-360,0 

  

-6. 19 

-160.0 — 

The lowest-frequency pole at each operating point in these models represents 
the response characteristic of the T, thermocouple sensor.    This pole is 

missing from the 95 percent maximum spool speed model because frequency 

data were not obtained at a low enough frequency at this operating point to 
identify the root. 

The next-lowest-frequency poles are associated with spool inertia.   These 

poles are located at a higher frequency than the corresponding poles in the 

dels.   This result is consistent with the spool AP, N/Wf, Pj/W^ and pI"/Wf re. 

inertia representation in the 1>
r/W- model. 
O I 
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The high-frequency poles have not been identified specifically but are be- 
lieved to be gas dynamics.   It should be noted that the low-bandpass quality 

of the T5 sensor reduces the signal-to-noise ratio at high frequency, increas- 

ing the identification error. 

ENGINE TRANSFEB FUNCTIONS FOR EXHAUST AREA 

Transfer function models of spool speed, N, compressor discharge pressure, 
P3, turbine discharge pressure, P5, Mach number sensor, Ap/p     and tur- 

bine discharge temperature, T-, with respect to exhaust area, Ag, are pre- 

sented in Tables 13 through 17.   Representations of spool inertia, gas dy- 

namics, and Tg sensor dynamics in the 0. 5 to 10-Hz frequency range are 
included in the models.   Important features of the models are: 

• Consistency between the exhaust area transfer functions 
and the fuel flow transfer functions is demonstrated. 

• Spool inertia is consistently identified in the N/AQ, Pq/AQ, 
Ap * o      o     o 

and „   /A0 transfer functions. 
3     8 

• The TC/AQ models include the T- thermocouple sensor 
0       0 o 

dynamics. 

Transfer function models of N/Aa are presented in Table 13.   Spool speed is 

modeled by two lags in series, one with a break frequency around 2. 0 Hz and 

the other with a break frequency around 10 Hz.   The first of these two lags 

represents spool inertia.   Specific location of the roots associated with this 

lag are listed below: 

Poles Associated with Spool Inertia 

Model 70% 85% 95% 

N/A8 -0.698 -2.68 -3.38 

N/Wf -0.714 -1.17 -2.86 
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Spool inertia roots identified from the N/W- transfer functions discussed in 
the previous section are also shown in this table.   Comparison of the spool 

inertia roots identified from the two models shows the results to be consistent. 

The models agree very well for the 70 percent and 95 percent maximum spool 
speed operating points.   Agreement at the 85 percent operating point is not as 
good. 

The second lag, with a break frequency at 54 radians per second, included in 

the 95 percent N/Ag model represents gas dynamics in the engine tailpipe. 
This root is also identified in the 95 percent N/W- model.   Corresponding 

roots are not identified in the 70 percent and 85 percent N/A« models because 
the frequency data could not be analyzed at high frequencies. 

Transfer function models of Pq/Ao are presented in Table 14.   These models 

contain representations of spool inertia which are consistent with the results 
presented in the N/Ag models.   The poles included in the Pg/Ag transfer 

functions are identified below: 

Pg/Ag Dynamics 

Association                    70% 85% 95% 

Spool inertia                    -0.864 -2.59 -3.41 

Tailpipe dynamics              -26.9 -45.8 

The low-frequency poles at each operating point are identified with spool 
inertia. These roots agree with the corresponding roots identified in the 

N/Ag models. 

The higher-frequency poles included in the 85 percent and 95 percent maxi- 

mum spool speed models are associated with engine gas dynamics in the tail- 
pipe.    A set of roots at about the same frequencies was also identified in the 
P„/Wf models discussed in the previous section. 
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It should be noted that the time delays identified in the P„/Wf models are not 

included in the PQ/A« models because the AR frequency test was only per- 

formed for frequencies below 10 Hz.   In order to measure the time delays 

which are included in the W- models, frequency response data must be mea- 
sured in the 10 to 100-Hz frequency range. 

P5/Aa transfer function models are identified in Table 15.   Engine dynamics 
identified from these models are listed below: 

Pg/Ag Dynamics 

70% 85% 95% 

— -4.42 -5.28 

-33.2 ■•■ -97.2 

Association 

Spool inertia 

Gas dynamics 

The low-frequency poles identified at each operating point are associated with 

spool inertia.   These poles do not agree with the spool inertia roots identified 
in the N/Ag and P3/Ag models; the roots presented here are located at higher 

frequencies than the corresponding roots in the N/Ag and Po/Ag models. 
This discrepancy was also observed in the comparison of spool inertia roots 

identified from the P5/Wf, P3/W., and N/Wf models. 

The high-frequency poles included in the 70 percent and 95 percent P5/Ag 
models are associated with engine gas dynamics.   Poles located at roughly 

the same frequency are also included in the P5/W- models. 

Transfer function models of (ÜP/P~)/AR are listed in Table 16.   These models 

contain representation of only one state, spool iner'ia.   Locations of the 
poles in these models are listed below: 
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|r /Ag Dynamics 

Association 70% 857o 

Spool inertia -1.98 -3.74 -4.90 

These roots correspond more closely with spool inertia representations of 

the P5/Ao models than they do with the spool inertia representations included 

in the N/Ag and Po/Ag models. 

T5/A8 transfer function models are presented in Table 17.   Consistent 

representation of spool inertia and Tg thermocouple dynamics are contained 
in these models.   Specific root locations are identified below: 

Tg/Ag Dynamics 

Association 70% 85% 95% 

Tg sensor -0.361 -1.01 -1.42 

Spool inertia -3.67 -8.14 -13.0 

The low-frequency roots are associated with the Tg thermocouple sensor. 

Location of these poles agrees with the data from the T5/Wf transfer function 
models. 

The higher-frequency poles are identified as spool inertia.    As was the case 
with the fuel flow data, the spool inertia roots are at considerably higher 

AP frequency in these models than in the N/Ag, Po/Ag or p- /Ag models. 

These roots are also larger than the spool inertia roots m the T-ZW- models. 
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I, 
ENGINE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR COMPRESSOR BLEED 

Transfer function models of spool speed, N, compressor discharge pressure, 

P3, and turbine discharge temperature T-, with respect to compressor bleed, 
BLD, Eire presented in Tables 18,  19, and 20.   Spool inertia, gas dynamics, 

and T- sensor dynamics in the frequency range 0. 5 to 10 Hz are represented 
in the models.   In general, the bleed models presented in this section are not 
as accurate as the fuel flow or exhaust area models presented in the previous 

sections due to the relative insensitivity of the measured variables to the 
bleed control.   Important features of the bleed models are summarized below: 

• Consistency with the fuel flow and exhaust area models is 

demonstrated. 

• Consistent identification of spool inertia is included in the N/BLD 
and the P3/BLD models. 

• The T5/BLD models contain T- sensor characteristics. 

Transfer function models of N/BLD are presented in Table 18.   These models 
contain representation of only one state, spool inertia.   Location of the poles 

associated with this state are listed below: 

Poles Associated With Spool Inertia 

Model 70% 85% 95% 

N/BLD -0.936 -1.14 -1.53 

N/Wf -0.714 -1.17 -2.86 

N/Ag -0.698 -2.68 -3.38 

Also listed in the table are spool inertia roots identified from the N/Wf and 
N/A0 models.   Comparison of the data in the table shows the N/BLD models 

o 
to be consistent with the N/Wf and N/Aa models.   The models agree very 
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well at the 70 percent maximum spool speed operating point.   At the 85 per- 

cent point the N/BLD and N/Wf model agree very well, but the root in the 

N/Aa root is somewhat high.   Model agreement is not as good at the 95 per- 

cent operating point; the roots differ by as much as 1. 3 radians per second. 

Models of P-/BLD are presented in Table 19.   Representations of both spool 

inertia and gas dynamics are included in these models.   The poles are iden- 

tified below: 

P3/BLD Dynamics 

Association 70% 85% 95% 

Spool inertia -1,06 -1.98        -1.96 

Gas dynamics -80.1 -40.1        -76.3 

Neither spool inertia nor gas dynamics are represented as accurately in these 

data as in the data corresponding to the P~/Wf and P3/Afi models.   The spool 

inertia root associated with the 85 percent Pq/BLD model appears to be too 
large.   This is also the case with the gas dynamics roots identified in the 

70 percent and 95 percent models. 

T5/BLD transfer function models are listed in Table 20.   The poles which 

have been identified in these models are listed below: 

T,/BLD Dynamics 

Association 70% 85% 95% 

Tc sensor -0.361 -1.15 -1.88 
o 

-159.0      -416.0 

Thermocouple time constants identified in these models agree with the 

results presented for the T5/Wf and T_/Afl transfer functions.    The high- 

frequency root identified in the 85 percent and 95 percent models is probably 
incorrectly located. 
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ENGINE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR INLET GUIDE VANE 

Transfer function models of spool speed, N, compressor discharge pres- 

sure, P3, and turbine discharge temperature T5, with respect to inlet guide 

vane, IGV, are presented in Tables 21, 22, and 23.   These models contain 
representations of spool inertia and T,. thermocouple dynamics in the 0.5 to 

10-Hz frequency range. 

Models are presented for only the 85 percent and 95 percent maximum spool 

speed operating points.   At the 70 percent operating point the effect of the 

IGV control on the engine is insignificant.   IGV frequency response data was 
not measured at this operating point, 

The IGV models presented here are not as accurate as the fuel flow and 

exhaust area models presented earlier in this section because the engine is 

not as sensitive to the IGV control as it is to the fuel flow and exhaust area 
controls.   Thus, some of the poles identified in the IGV models are more 

subject to error due to the extremely low signal-to-noise ratio which charac- 

terizes the IGV frequency responses.   Fortunately, the extraneous dynamics 

are easily identified by comparing the IGV models with the fuel flow, exhaust 

area, and compressor bleed models previously discussed. 

The significant features of the IGV models are: 

•      Lbw-frequency dynamics (below 2. 0 Hz) are consistently 

identifie 
models. 
identified between the IGV models and the Wf, AQ, and BLD 

•      Spool inertia states are included in the N/IGTr, P3/IGV, and 
T5/IGV models. 

The Tc/IGV models contain T,. thermocouple dynamics. 
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Transfer function models of N/IGV are presented in Table 21.   These models 

contain spool inertia dynamics which are consistent with the N/W,, N/Aa, 

and N/BLD models.   Spool inertia roots of all four models are listed below: 

Poles Associated With Spool Inertia 

Model 70% 85% 95% 

N/IGV — -1.81 -2.70 

N/Wf -0.714 -1.17 -2.86 

N/Ag -0.698 -2.68 -3.38 

N/BLD -0.936 -1.14 -1.53 

Agreement between the N/IGV models and the other three models is 

demonstrated. 

The N/IGV model at the 95 percent maximum spool speed operating point also 

contains a second pole located at 19 radians per second.   Comparison of this 

pole with the poles identified in the N/W», N/Aft, and N/BLD models suggests 

that the pole is incorrectly identified.   A second pole does exist in the N/W- 

and N/AQ models for the 95 percent operating point, but it is at a higher 

frequency, around 60 radians per second. 

Models of P3/IGV are presented in Table 22,   The only clearly identifiable 

dynamics in these models are the representations of spool inertia.   All of the 

poles for these models are listed below: 

P3/IGV Dynamics 

Association 85% 95% 

Spool inertia -2.01 -3.26 

-17.8 

-1570.0 -400.0 
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The poles associated with spool inertia agree very well with the spool inertia 

roots identified in the N/IGV models.   This relationship is consistent with the 

results obtained for the fuel flow, exhaust area, and compressor bleed models. 

The 85 percent maximum spool speed model also contains a second pole 

located at 17. 8 radians per second.   This pole is believed to be associated 

with tailpipe gas dynamics, although it is located at a lower frequency than 

the corresponding poles in the 85 percent P  /Wf,  Po/AR, and P„/BLD 

models. 

The high-frequency poles included in both the 85 percent and 95 percent maxi- 

mum spool speed P_/IGV models are extraneous.    They are located at too 

high a frequency ^o be correctly measured on frequency responses in the 0, 5 

to lÜ-Hz frequency range. 

Tc/IGV frequency response models are presented in Table 23.   These models 

contain representations of spool inertia and Tr thermocouple dynamics which 

agree with the results previously discussed for the T_/Wf, T /Aft, and T / 

BLD models.    In addition, the T-ZlGV models also contain a set of poles in 

the 3 to 9-Hz frequency rang«» which is tentatively associated with gas dynamics. 

The poles included in these models are identified below: 

T5/IGV Dynamics 

Association                  BS% 95% 

T5 thermocouple             -0.390 -1.90 

Spool inertia                    -4. 59 -7.08 

Gas dynamics                -17.9 -58.5 
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Table 4.   Fuel Valve Transfer Functions 

|N/Nmax Fuel Nozzle Pressure/Fuel Flow Command, APf^/Uf 

70% 
i of! s I2 i2(0-107)s i iU' s I2 12<-o.259)s , j! r s     ^ 1,ULl30.7|     '       30.7      ll|Ll208)             208            ^[147      l\ 

fl    S   l1 . 2(0.502)8 .  ,1 [I S^2 , 2(0.208)3 , ,1 f S    .  ,1 
L134.2)    '        54.1'  lJ LlAl    ''148        '  1Jll56+1i                                       I 

85% 
.  .fi    S   |2 . 2(0.061)3 .  ,1  fl 3 >2 . 2(-0.253)3 . /I fl S  >2  , 2(-0.072)3 .  ,1    1 
1-U 1(42.31    '       42.3      M   Lll9l)    '        191         I1IL|306|    '         306        + M 

n    3   \2 . 2(0.206)3 .  ,1 n 3  \2 . 2(0.145)3 , ,1 Fl 3   \2 . 2(0.179)3 .  ,1           ! 
U44.9)    '        44.9     lliUi37)    '        137       ' lJ U||§l    '      239        + ^           j 

95% 
-  n f|    3   \2 , 2(0.049)3 .  ,1 fl  3 \2 . 2(-0. 318)3 . ^H  S  \2 . 2(-0.073)3 ,  .1    i l'*lUril    '       49.8     ,1JLli97)    '    '    107        ' 1IH329)    '         529       + ^   ! 

f/   3   I2 , 2(0,242)3 .  ,1 Cl S \2     2(0.172)3 . .1 [l   3 |2 . 2(0.172)3 .  -1           | 
U49.4'    '      49.4      '  ^ Ul34)    '       134       ' ^11248)    '        248      + 1\ 
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Table 5.   Exhaust Actuator Transfer Functions 

N/N. max 

70% 

85% 

95% 

Exhaust Area/Exhaust Command, Aft/uA 

fl    S   )2 , 2(0.402)5  ,   J 
Ll32.4i 32.4      + li 

•». 

Table 6.    Bleed Actuator Transfer Functions 

N/Nmax Bleed Position/Bleed Command, BLD/Ug^p 

70% »•»[iff-1] 
[31S3 + 1] 

85% »••[ifc-1] 
r B +'ii r ^ + ii L34. 9 + ^ ll07 + lJ 

95% 
f s Hi fs 11 L35.8     N Ll39+ lJ                               j 
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Table 7.   Inlet Guide Vane Actuator Transfer Functions 

N/Nmax IGV Position/IGV Command. IGV/uTO„      1 
i 

85% »••Mi-»] 

95% «••{ill-1] 
[l9S9+1]                                         | 

Table 8.   Fuel Flow Transfer Functions- 
Spool Speed/Fuel Flow 

N/N max Spool Speed/Fuel Flow, N/Wf 

70% 
12.65 yL-i] 

trm+ ^ U-o+ ^ 

85% 
6.36 r S 

182.3 -1] 
iiTi+ 'l idi+'] 

95% 
[2-^6+ 11 [7^7+ 1][2-iö + 1] 
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Table 12.   Fuel Flow Transfer Functions--Turbine 
Discharge Temperature/Fuel Flow 

N/N, max Turbine Discharge Temperature/Fuel Flow, Tg/W* 

70% 

[ö^r5+1][08+1][9r4+1] 

85% »•■"[^Hfifo-^y-^sP^'] 
[öHb+i][4-fb+iu2-f4+iiyö+ii 

95% 

Table 13.   Exhaust Area Transfer Functions--Spool 
Speed/Exhaust Area 

1    N/Nmax Spool Speed/Exhaust Area, N/Ag 

70% 
3.84 

[o.698- + 1] 

85% 2. 99 

[2.68     M 

95% 
11.0                                   | 

[OFI 
+
 

1
] [5r?+1l 
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Table 14.   Exhaust Area Transfer Functions--Compressor 
Discharge Pressure/Exhaust Area 

N/N j        max Compressor Discharge Pressure/Exhaust Area,    Po/Ag 

1     70% 
0-0601[29S3-1]                                                     1 

lo.864  '  lJ                                                             j 

1      85% 
[ ^    +il[   ö   +il   " L2. 59     l,J L26.9    *J 

1     95% 0.0445 

[S^T+1][45S8 + 1J                                               | 

Table 15.    Exhaust Area Transfer Ftmctions--Turbine 
Discharge Pressure/Exhaust Area 

max Turbine Discharge Pressure/Exhaust Area, PR/AO 

70% -0-0175[O.?19+1][24S5 + 1]                            1 
r s i iif s-+ii " \.2.27 '  'J [33.2     lJ                                    I 

j       85% 
-0.0363 [j-lj + l]                                                   j 

[05+1]                                                             | 
'v. 

i       95% -0-100[o.S591 + 1] 
L5.28 ' 1Jl97.5 + 1J                                                | 
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Table 16.   Exhaust Area Transfer Functions--Mach No. 
Sensor/Exhaust Area 

N/Nrr,QV 1          max Mach Number Sensor/Exhaust Area, ö~/A0 P3     8   | 

|        70% 
.0.455E-4[4

S
76-l] 

[l.S98 + 1l                                                    | 

i        85% -0-471E-4[OF-1] 
[3.b74 + 1] 

95% 
.0.116E-3[3S

0.l] 

[4b90 + 1] 

Table 17.   Exhaust Area Transfer Functions--Turbine 
Discharge Temperature/Exhaust Area 

1 N/Nmax Turbine Discharge Temperature/Exhaust Area, Tß/Ag 

70% 

1 1 
-0-954[8.S75

+1] 
[      S      l llf S     +ll L0.361     'J13.67        J 

85% 
[l.S01 + 1][8S14+1] 

95% -5-10[42
S4 + 1l                                           1 

[l.S42 + '] [ 1S3 + ' ]                                           j 
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Table 18.   Bleed Transfer Functions--Spool 
Speed/Bleed Position 

l   N/Nr«QV 1         max Spool Speed/Bleed Position, N/BLD 

70% -^UV1]        1 
h s - + 11"           i Lr.936      ^ 

85% 
[i.Si4 + 1]                   j 

j       95% 

I,4lAr-»l 
UV1] 

1 

Table 19.   Bleed Transfer Fvmctions--Compressor 
Discharge Pressure/Bleed Position 

|N/Nmax Compressor Discharge Pressure/Bleed Position, P„/BLD 

j     70% 
-4.63   [4

S
47 + l]                                                 I 

f   S      I   llf    S  - + ll Ll.06      "J [80. 1      i 1 

j     85% -5-85[5S94 + 1][81S6 + 1] 
r s   111 r s  i ii                  1 Ll.98 ' lj L40. i + lJ 

95% 
f   S      '  ll f    S      I   ll                                       ! 
Ll.96     lJ L76.3      lJ                                      } 
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Table 20.    Bleed Transfer Functions--Turbine Discharge 
Temperature/Bleed Position 

|N/Nmax Turbine Discharge Temperature/Bleed Position, Tg/BLD 

70% 
r.Lr + ii                           i 

1      85% 
60-3[l6S5 + 1][26S7-1] 

[rnT+1][il9 + 1] 

95% ^[nh^UiV1] 
fö +iu

s "r Ll.88      l\ [416      L\ 

Table 21.    Inlet Guide Vane Transfer Functions-- 
Spool Speed/IGV Position 

1 N/N 1         max Spool Speed/IGV Position,   N/lGV 1 

85% 

[rV1] 

|     95% "»[ifi^ljlr*1] 
[2.S70+1][lS9 + 1]                  | 
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Table 22.   Inlet Guide Vane Transfer Functions--Compressor 
Discharge Pressure/IGV Position 

N/N '   max 
| 

Compressor Discharge Pressure/IGV Position, PjlGY 

1  85% ''Wkfa-Abh^lidi-1]          1 r s   .-us  . ,1 r s   , ,i 
L2.01     kJ Ll7.8     ll 11510     l\ 

95% 
13.26     ^1400     l\                                                \ 

Table 23.    Inlet Guide Vane Trattfter Functions--Turbine 
Discharge Temperature/IGV Position 

N/Nmax Turbine Discharge Temperature/IGV Position, Tg/IGV 

85% 
-18-3 [o.576   Mim     l] Ll0.2"+1J 

r       +11 r       iiir      + 11 
[0.390     lJ [4.59      N [17.9        J 

95% 
-W-»(t%l-ll[|fT-l][rf¥+»] 

[l.90 + 1][7.08  '  1j[58.5"+1] 
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APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTATION 

This appendix describes the equipment used to measure the frequency response 

of the engine.   A block diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 

A-l,   The equipment includes engine sensors,  interface electronics, an ana- 

log computer, an FM tape recorder, and a two-channel servoanalyzer. 

The BAFCO servoanalyzer produces a sinusoidal test signal which drives the 

engine through one of the actuators.   A system of actuator and engine sensors 

measures the responses of interest.   Signals from the sensors are routed to 

their destinations through the interface electronics which serve as a link 

between the engine and the frequency analysis equipment.   The sensor signals 

are also scaled in the interface electronics.   All of the sensor signals are 

sent to the analog computer from the interface element.    The DC portion of 

the signals is removed in the computer and the remaining AC; component is 

amplified.   The amplified AC components are relayed to the tape recorder 

where they are recorded along with three reference signals produced by the 

BAFCO servoanalyzer. 

In addition to the signals which are recorded on tape, one input-output pair, 

spool speed/actuator command, is analyzed directly to monitor the frequency 

response test.    These two signals are also recorded on tape to facilitate 

checking out the instrumentation in the tape playback mode.   In the playback 

mode the BAFCO servoanalyzer is connected directly to the tape recorder so 

that the recorded signals can be analyzed one pair at a time.    Instrumentation 

is discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs. 
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ENGINE ACTUATORS 

All four engine actuators (fuel valve, exhaust area, compressor bleeds, and 

inlet guide vanes) are position con+rol mechanisms of the type represented 

by the following simplified block diagram: 

POSITION 
REQUEST  tf.  ACTUATOR ACTUATOR 

POSITION 

The actuators are open-loop devices with loops closed in the interface elec- 

tronics (except exhaust area).    Inputs to the actuators are position requests 

which are adjusted through the interface electronics.   The DC content of the 
request signals is manually selected through four potentiometers (one for 

each actuator) located on the operator console,    A summing junction is also 
provided so that a sinusoidal perturbation signal from the BAFCO servo- 

analyzer can be added directly to the DC position requests.    The individual 
actuators are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Fuel Valve 

A schematic diagram of the fuel system is shown in the upper half of Figure 
A-2.   The system is represented by two components, a fuel valve and a fuel 
line which delivers fuel from the valve to the spray nozzles.   Dynamic char- 
acteristics of these components are considered in the following paragraphs. 
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The fuel valve contains two stages, a metering valve and a bypass valve. 
Position feedback is provided around both stages. Valve characteristics 

established from bench tests of the actuator are identified as: 

Natural Frequency     Damping Ratio 

Metering valve 30 Hz 0.80 

Bypass valve 20 Hz 0.20 

The fuel valve is connected to the engine with approximately 8 feet of fuel 
line varying in diameter from 0. 5 inch to 0. 75 inch.   Fluid inertia and com- 

pressibility effects were analyzed to estimate the dynamic characteristics of 
this line.   The results show that the fuel line does not contain any dynamics 

in the frequency range below 50 Hz. 

Fuel flow dynamics are coupled to engine dynamics by the effect of Pg.   In 

the experimental tests, fuel flow was obtained by measuring the pressure 

differential across the nozzle openings, since the bandwidth of the flowmeter 
was much less than the metering valve.   Nozzle pressure differential is 

defined as 

APfn  '   Pfn * P3 «A"1* 

where 

AP,    =   Fuel nozzle pressure differential 

P.       =   Pressure in the fuel line 

P3       =  Compressor discharge pressure 

Fuel line pressure was measured with a wall static pressure tap in the fuel 

line located about 6 inches downstream of the fuel valve.   Compressor 
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discharge pressure was measured with a wall static tap located just aft of 

the compressor outlet guide vanes.    These sensors are described in detail 

in the following sections.   Neither sensor contains any dynamics in the fre- 

quency range below 100 H«. 

The outputs of the two sensors were algebraically combined in the A PL ana- 

log computer to obtain ^Pfn'   Nozzle pressure differential is related to actual 

fuel flow by the relation 

Wf  =  CdANV2gcPAPfn (A-2) 

2 
where AN is nozzle area, g   is the gravitational constant (g   / 32.2 ft/sec ) 

und p is density of the fuel.   The discharge coefficient, C,, in this expres- 

sion was determined from steady-state fuel-flow calibration data. 

The dynamic characteristics of both the fuel valve and the fuel line were 

measured together in the frequency response tests.   A block diagram of the 

procedure is shown in the lower half of Figure A-2. 

Since P3 was used in the fuel flow measurement, the transfer function models 

of the fuel system contain some engine dynamics in addition to actuator and 

line dynamics.   The transfer function for the fuel system is 

APfn(s)       N1(s)CD2(s)D3(s) - N2{s)N3(s)] 

uf(s)     = D1(s)D2(s)D3(s) (A_3) 

where 

N1(s)   represents the numerator dynamics of the fuel valve 

D^s)   represents the denominator dynamics of the fuel valve 

^(s), D2(s)  represent fuel line dynamics 

N„(s), D„(s)  represent engine dynamics in the P, response 
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Thus, the poles associated with the fuel system transfer function are the 

product of the poles associated with the three individual components:  fuel 

valve, fuel line, and P, response.    This explains why some engine dynamics 

appear in the fuel system transfer functions presented in Section III. 

The fuel line dynamics are negligible below 50 Hz; therefore, the transfer 

functions are dominated by metering valve and engine dynamics: 

APfn(s)       N1(s)CD3(s) - Ngte)] 
uf(s)      = D1(s)D3(s) (A"4) 

if frequency (w) ^ 50 Hz. 

Similarly, the transfer function models of engine responses with respect to 

fuel flow contain some fuel system dynamics in addition to engine dynamics. 
For example, the transfer function representation for P, is 

Pgte) N2(s)N3(s) 

APfn(s)   =   D2(s)D3(s) - N2(s)N3(s) (A-5) 

Thus, fuel line dynamics described by N2(s) and D2(s) are included in this 

model.    Even though the line dynamics can be neglected, the transfer function 

models obtained are still not the desired result:  N3(s)/D3(s).    That is. 

(A-6) 
P8(i) N3(s) 

APrfiy - D3(s) - N3(s) 

if w ^ 50 Hz. 

The poles associated with P3 dynamics, D3(s), are shifted by the numerator 
dynamics, N3(s), 
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Although the individual transfer function models obtained, AP- /u. and 

P,/AP- , do not have the desired form, the model for PQ/U* obtained by 

multiplying APfn/uf and Pq/^Pf« together is valid.    That is. 

P3 P3        APfn 
Uf APfn        uf 

N2(s)N3(s) N1(s)CD2(s)D3(s) - N2(s)N3(s)] 
D2(s)D3(s) - N2(s)N3(s)   ' D1(s)D2(s)D3(s) (A-7) 

Nirs)N2(s)N3(s) 
D1(s)D2(s)D3(s) 

It is this model, Po/u», not the individual models, P3/AP.   and APf /u-, 

which is used for controller synthesis.   However, one should keep in mind 
that the engine responses to fuel flow have their high-frequency poles shifted 
by pressure dynamics. 

Exhaust Actuator 

The exhaust actuator is a mechanical clutch-brake device geared to the rotor 
shaft.    The main body of the actuator is mounted on a pad near the front of 
the engine.   A screw linkage connects the actuating mechanism with the 

nozzle apparatus at the rear of the engine. 

Input to the actuator is requested nozzle area.   A position feedback loop 

around the actuator is built into the hardware. 

Nozzle area is measured by a linear potentiometer mounted on the actuator 
assembly which senses actuator movement. A steady-state calibration was 

made to convert the potentiometer readings in voltage to nozzle area units. 
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Compressor Bleed Actuator 

The bleed actuator is a hydraulically powered valve which controls the 
amount of air vented out of the third, fourth, and fifth stages of the compres- 

sor.    Pressurized fuel delivered by an auxiliary pump is used to drive the 

actuator. 

Bleed area is measured by a linear potentiometer affixed to the actuator 

linkages.    The potentiometer measures actuator movement.   A steady-state 

calibration was performed to convert the potentiometer readings from vol- 
tage units to nondimensional units.     In the latter system of units,  1 

corresponds to fully open bleeds and 0 corresponds to closed bleeda 

Inlet Guide Vane Actuator 

The IGV actuator is a hydraulic actuator which regulates the incidence angle 

of the compressor inlet guide vanes. Fluid pressure to drive the actuator is 

provided by the same pump which drives the bleed actuator. 

IGV angle is measured by a linear potentiometer which measures actuator 

displacement.    The potentiometer readings are converted to a nondimensional 
system of units, with 1 corresponding to the nominal low-speed IGV setting 

and 0 corresponding to the nominal high-speed IGV setting. 

ENGINE SENSORS 

Spool Speed Sensor 

Spool speed was measured with an electronic sensor which measures elapsed 

time per revolution of the rotor shaft. The sensor is composed of two parts, 
a gear wheel with magnetic teeth and a 2.47-MHz oscillator.   The gear wheel 
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is connected to the rotor shaft to turn at a fraction of the rotor speed.   A 

magnetic pickoff attached to the engine and positioned over the gear wheel 

counts revolutions of the gear wheel by detecting magnetic teeth on the gear. 

Rotor speed is determined by counting the number of oscillator cycles per 
revolution of the gear wheel and performing the simple calculation: 

Trri 1—7 rr— x 2.47 MHz/sec x gear ratio illator cycles/revolution 6 N  =   osc 

This sensor does not contain any dynamics in the frequency range tested, 

0. 04 to 100 Hz. 

Compressor Discharge Pressure Sensor 

A static pressure tap/pressure transducer sensor was used to measure com- 
pressor discharge pressure.   The static tap is embedded in the wall of the 

engine about 2 inches behind the compressor outlet guide vanes.   A piece of 

tubing 0. 2 5-inch in diameter and about 4. 5 inches long connects the tap to 

the pressure transducer.   The fundamental resonance frequency of the con- 
nection line is about 650 Hz, and the response of the pressure transducer is 

flat to beyond 10, 000 Hz. 

Turbine Discharge Pressure Sensor 

Turbine discharge pressure was measured with a system of five total pres- 
sure probes spread around the circumference of the engine behind the turbine 
outlet.   Readings of the individual probes are averaged to determine the 

turbine discharge pressure.    The five probes are connected to a 0, 125-inch- 
diameter pressure manifold which encircles the engine and is connected to a 

pressure transducer.   Thus, the lengths of the lines between the pressure 
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probes and the pressure transducer vary between 1 foot and 3 feet.   The 

fundamental resonant frequency in the connection lines is estimated at 200 
Hz.    The response of the pressure transducer is flat to beyond 10, 000 Hz. 

Mach Number Sensor 

PT- Ps 
A special sensor built by Bendix was used to measure —5  at the com- 

pressor exit.    The main body of the sensor is connected to static and total 
pressure taps located at the compressor exit by lines which are 0. 25-inch 
in diameter and about a foot long.    The resonant frequency of these lines is 

estimated at 400 Hz.   A bench test of the sensor showed its response to be 

flat out to about 20 Hz. 

Turbine Discharge Temperature Sensor 

Turbine discharge temperature is measured by a system of 19 thermocouples 

spread around the circumference of the engine about 8 inches behind the tur- 

bine exit.    The individual thermocouples are connected in parallel so that an 
average temperature reading is obtained. 

Fuel Nozzle Pressure 

A static pressure tap embedded in the wall of the line connecting the fuel 

valve with the fuel nozzles is used to measure fuel nozzle pressure.    The tap 

is positioned about 6 inches downstream of the metering valve.   A 4-inch 
length of 0. 25-inch-diameter tubing connects the pressure tap with a pressure 

transducer.   The fundamental resonance frequency of this tubing is well be- 

yond the maximum frequency tested,  100 Hz.    The frequency response of the 
transducer is flat to beyond 10, 000 Hz. 
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INTERFACE ELECTRONICS 

The interface electronics package serves as a link between the test instru- 

ments and the engine.   The package consists mainly of amplifier circuits 
which perform two functions:  (1) actuator commands from the test equipment 
are scaled to be compatible with the actuator hardware; and (2) sensor out- 

puts from the engine are scaled to fall in the voltage range 0 to 5. 0 volts. 

This equipment does not affect the measurement of engine dynamics in the 
frequency range tested, 0. 04 to 100 Hz. 

BAFCO SERVOANALYZER 

A BAFCO servoanalyzer was used to measure the frequency responses of the 

mgine.    This instrument is capable of obtaining Bode frequency response 

^Irts (amplitude ratio and phase shift versus frequency) either directly from 
'he engine or from tape-recorded data.   Operation of the analyzer is de- 

oribed in the following paragraphs. 

The normal or on-line operation of the servoanalyzer is shown in the upper 
half of Figure A-3.    In this mode of operation the servoanalyzer measures 

the frequency response between a pair of engine sensor outputs,  labelled 

E^t) and E2(t).    The servoanalyzer produces a sinusoidal test signal with 
time-dependent frequency (the frequency of the test signal is swept either 
linearly or logarithmically with time) which drives the engine through one of 

the actuators.   Responses from the two sensors are fed into the servoanalyzer, 
E 

where amplitude ratio,   I -g— | , and phase shift, ^o ~ ^1' 0^ x " ^ plotters 

which record the data as a function of frequency. 

In addition to on-line operation, the servoanalyzer can also be used to obtain 
Bode frequency data from tape-recorded signals.    This operating mode is 
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called the tape mode and is shown in the lower half of Figure A-3. Opera- 

tion in this mode is identical to on-line operation with the following excep- 

tions : 

• In the tape mode the signals to be analyzed, E^t) and E-Ct), 

are obtained from playback of the data tape instead of directly 
from the engine sensors. 

• To maintain the precise relationship to the drive signal, 

three additional reference signals are needed to synchronize 
the BAFCO servoanalyzer computations.   These three signals 

are recorded on the data tape at the same time as the sensor 

signals, EJt) and E2(t), are recorded. 

Both the on   'ne and tape modes were used to measure the engine frequency 
responses.   During the actual engine tests, all sensor signals were recorded 

on magnetic tape, and, in addition, the signals from one sensor pair were 

analyzed on-line to monitor the results.    Frequency responses from the 
other signals were obtained later by playing back the data tape with the 
analyzer operating in the tape mode. 

The computations performed in the servoanalyzer are shown in the block 
diagram of Figure A-4.   First, the fundamental components of the incoming 

sensor signals, E2(t) and E^t), are identified by Fourier filters.   These 

filters remove noise and harmonics from the sensor signals by dividing each 

signal into an in-phase component, I, and a quadrature (out-of-phase) com- 
ponent, Q.   Then, a coordinate transformation is performed on the com- 

ponents to put them in a form better suited for computing the amplitude ratio 

and phase shift.   Finally, the Bode plot parameters are computed in the 

amplitude ratio,   l^-1 . and phase shift, 0« ~ ^i » computer.    A detailed 

description of these computations is included in the following paragraphs. 
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Ideally, the incoming sensor signals, E2(t) and EAt), would both be sine 

waves at the test signal frequency, but phase shifted and of different ampli- 
tude.   In this case, the Fourier filters shown in Figure A-4 would not be 

necessary, as the amplitude ratio and phase bhift could be readily identified 

from the raw signals.   However, in practice the sensor signals are rich in 
harmonic content and contain excessive noise which must be removed before 

the amplitude ratio and phase shift data can be identified.   Therefore, the 

sensor signals are processed by Fourier filters which automatically reject 

harmonic components and noise from the signals. 

A block diagram of a Fourier filter is shown in Figure A-5.   The sensor 

signal is analyzed in the filter by multiplying it by a sine and cosine refer- 
ence and integrating each product over a whole number of cycles.    That is, 
the following integrals are computed: 

NT 

jyj-r     I     E(t) sin Wjr dt 

o 

NT 

^     /     E(t) cos Ujt dt 
/ 

where 

N     =   Number of cycles over which integration is performed 
(a whole number) 

T      =   Time per cycle = ZTT/UJ 

UJ    =   Test frequency in radians per second 

It should be noted that the test signal is assumed to be maintained at a con- 
stant frequency in this development, whereas the frequency is actually time- 

dependent in practice. 
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The incoming sensor signal, E(t), can be expanded in a Fourier series in 

the test frequency, u- , : 

E(t)   ■   A0 + A- £*in Ujt + ... A    sin nUjt 

+ B, cos uA + ...  B_ cos nw-t (A-8) 11 n i 

+ (noise) 

If we ignore the noise term in this expression and substitute the resulting 

E(t) into the above integrals, we obtain: 

NT 

NT  J NT    .      E(t) sin u^t dt  =  Aj 

NT 

NT   J E(t) cos Ujt dt   =   Bj 

since 

NT 

sin Ujt •  sin nu-t dt   =   1 for n   =   1 NT   J 
0 =   0 for n M 

NT 

^m    |      cos uA ' cos nujt dt   =   1 for n   ■ ] 

=   0 for n ^ 1 

NT 

NT   J j^p    I      sin w.t •  cos nujt dt   =   0 for all n 

(A-9) 
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NT 

^p    /      cos u-t • sin nu.t dt  =   0 for all n 

o 

Thus, the Fourier filter rejects the harmonic content of E(t) and identifies 
the fundamental components of the signal. A* and B««   These constants are 
then multiplied by sin w-t and cos u-t to give the in-phrse and quadrature 

components of E(t): 

In-phase       =    Aj sin uA 

Quadrature   =    B. cos uA 

An analysis of the noise rejection capability of the Fourier filter (presented 
in Reference 6) indicates that the filter also effectively removes noise from 

the sensor signs , E(t).    The results presented in the reference show that 
noise at frequencies other than the test frequency, w. , is filter out, and the 
noise contribution which does get through the filter (noise at frequencies near 
Wj) can be identified from visual inspection of the results. 

To get the in-phase and quadrature components in a form better suited for 
the computation of amplitude ratio and phase shift, they are converted to 

A. sin Ujt + B. cos Ujt   =   Esin(u.T + 0) (A-10) 

by the transformation 

E   =   (Aj2 +B1
2)1/2 

0   =  tan -i 
Bi 
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E2 
Then, in the final step, the amplitude ratio,   \-zr-\ , and phase shift, 

"1 
ib " #« i between the Channel 2 signal, E« sin (wjt + ^n)» an<i the Channel 1 
signal, E. sin (u.t + 0..), are computed. 

TAPE RECORDER - ANALOG COMPUTER 

An Ampex tape recorder and the APL analog computer were used to record 
sensor signals during the engine frequency response tests.   A block diagram 
of the sensor signal recording process is shown in Figure A-6.   The analog 

computer was used to remove the DC bias on the sensor signals and to 
amplify the AC components before the signals were recorded on magnetic 

tape. 

Thirteen signals were recorded on the data tape.    They are identified below: 

Channel Description 

1 DC level 

2 Triangle wave 
3 Square wave 

4 Actuator input (uf, uA , uBLD, uIGV) 
8 

5 Actuator position (Wf, Ag,  BLD, IGV) 

6 Rotor speed (N) 

7 Compressor discharge pressure (PJ 

8 Mach number sensor (AP/P,) 

9 Turbine discharge pressure (Pg) 

10 Burner temperature (T4) 

11 Blank 

BAFCO servoanalyzer 
reference signals 
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Channel Description 

12 Turbine discharge temperature (Tg) 

13 Fuel nozzle pressure differential (P.   - P*) 

14 Compressor pressure at bleed opening (PBT jO 

Reference signals for tape playback were recorded on the first three chan- 

nels.   Sensor signals were recorded on the other 11 channels, except for 

Channel 11 which was left blank. 

All of the record and reproduce amplifiers except for Channels 1, 2, and 3 

were carefully calibrated for ±2. 0 volts full scale before recording the data. 

The gain factors on Channels 1, 2, and 3 were adjusted according to the 
requirements of the BAFCO servoanalyzer. 

In addition, the frequency response characteristics of the analog computer 

amplifiers and the tape recorder amplifiers were also measured before the 
engine tests were begun.    It was determined that these components would 

not affect the engine frequency response data. 
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APPENDIX B 

MODEL IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE 

INTRODUCTION 

The computer program TFNS used to identify transfer function models from 

experimental frequency response data is discussed in this appendix.   The 
principal topics discussed include a theoretical treatment of the identification 

procedure, a description of the algorithm flow chart, and a description of the 

input data cards used to run the program. 

The algorithm presented is based on the identification method proposed by 

Yutaka Suzuki in Reference 7.   Suzuki's method provides a systematic means 
of finding the transfer function model of lowest order which best approximates 

the experimental frequency response data.   This method does not depend on 
knowledge of the order of the system; the transfer function of lowest possible 

order is automatically identified.   Details of the method are discussed in the 

following section. 

THEORY 

Before beginning the actual theoretical discussion, the notation used in this 

section is introduced.   The symbol G(ju.) is used to represent the experimental 
frequency response data.   This information can be expressed in either of two 

ways:   as real and imaginary components of the frequency response locus, or, 

alternatively, as amplitude ratio and phase shift data.   The equivalence of 

these two representations is illustrated by Equation (B-l): 

GCju^ = Ri + jl. = A. cos 0. + jAi sin 0.      (i = 0, 1, ... r) (B-l) 
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where 

R ■ Real part of frequency response 

I   = Imaginary part of frequency response 

A ■ Amplitude ratio 

6 = Phase shift 

For convenience, the first notation, real and imaginary parts, is used 
throughout the appendix.   The subscripts, i, on the variables indicate that 
the frequency data are discrete; i. e., the frequency data are composed of 
ordered pairs (R., I.) measured at (R + 1) different frequencies w. (i = 0, 
1, ... r). 

The transfer function model to be identified from the   <perimental data, 
GijuJ, is represented by the following rational function: 

N (s)      bn + b, s + b9s
2 + ... b   sm 

Ga(s) ■ jm = -2—l—h "V (B-2) a
 a*8'        1 + ajs + a2s^ + ... B^B*1 

where 

m ■ Order of numerator polynomial, N 

n   = Order of denominator polynomial, D 
Wm 

The subscript, a, in this notation stands for "approximation. "   In general, 
the orders of the numerator, N , and the denominator, D , will not be equi 
but all physical systems are characterized by the inequality, n ^ m. 

The complex variable, s, has been used in Equation (B-2) to avoid confusion. 
Rewritten in terms of the variable, jw, the equation is: 
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2 2 N(ju)      (bn-b9w   + ...) + jwCb, - bQu   +...) 
Ga(ju)) = I^JI = -2 L^ 1 3^  (B.3) 

The objective of the identification procedure is to determine a transfer func- 

tion, G (ju), which accurately approximates the experimental data, G(j(o). 
This objective entails solving two separate problems.   First, it is necessary 

to determine what order [values of the constants n and m in Equation (B-2)] 

the transfer function model must be to obtain a good approximation, and, 

secondly, once the order has been established, the unknown coefficients a-, 
a«, ... a. bn, b,, ... b    must be calculated by some technique, 

a n U i ill 

The identification method suggested by Suzuki contains a systematic approach 

for solving both of these problems simultaneously.   The procedure is com- 
posed of two iteration loops:  the outer loop addresses the problem of finding 

the order of the model (n and m), whereas the coefficients a.,, a0, ... a . 
ia n 

b», b,, ... b    are calculated in the inner loop. 
Ulm 

To start the procedure, the user makes an initial guess for the variables 

n and m, called n0 and m-.   Then the coefficients a., a«, ... a^ , hQ, h*, 

• • • ^nift corresponding to the transfer function model of order n0, m0 are 
calculated in the inner iteration loop.   Once these parameters have been 

found, the frequency response of the model, G (ju), is compared with the 

experimental data, G(ju.).   If the difference is small, the calculation is 
stopped.   However, if the difference is large (indicating that the model is not 
a very good approximation to the experimental data), the procedure is not 
stopped.   Instead, the order of the transfer function model is increased by 1 

(nj^ = n0 + 1, m* = m0 + 1) and the search for the coefficients a-, a«, ... ann, 
ani» ^Q, b-, ... bm , hm* is begun ane v.   Note that this time there are two 
additional coefficients, an. and bm , which must be found because the order 

of the transfer function model has been increased by 1.   The procedure is 

repeated until a transfer function model of suitable accuracy has been 

obtained. 
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Since the order of the transfer function model is increased systematically in 
the outer iteration loop, the procedure results in the transfer function of 
lowest possible order being found.   This is a highly desirable outcome, 
signifying that minimum complexity has been achieved. 

The important calculations included in the two iteration loops are considered 
in the following paragraphs. 

In the inner iteration loop the unknown parameters a,, a«. ... a , b0, b-, 
... b     in the approximation G (ju) are calculated to minimize the following 
error: 

r 
E=   £   iGfjc^)- G^jupl2 Au. (B-4) 

i=0 

This error is called the real error. 

Several numerical techniques could be used to find the set of coefficients 
which minimize this error.   However, most of the techniques require many 
iterations because of slow convergence in the vicinity of the extremum.   To 
avoid this difficulty, the following method is used. 

First, weighting functions, 0., are added to the error equation and the terms 
rearranged to yive: 

r 
EN=    £    ^ iD^w^GOw^-N^Oy^l2 ÄMj (B-5) 

i=0 

The set of parameters a,, a«, ... a , b0, b-, ... b    which minimizes 
Equation (B-5) is determined by solving the system of first-order simul- 
taneous equations derived by differentiating E with respect to each of the 
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unknown parameters and setting the result equal to zero.   That is, the 
following system of equations is solved for tu, a«, ... a , b0, b-, ... b   : 

9E 
öa. = 0 

9a0 
= 0 

9E 
aH7 o 

9E = 0 

In matrix notation these equations can be expressed as: 

Ap = c (B-6) 

where 

^o 0 -K2 0 

o \2 o .v4 

x2 o .x4 o 

0 X4 0 -K6 

Tl     -S2 

S2      T3 

■T3    S4 

•S4     -T5 

•S4     -T5     SB 

'1 

-S 

-T3 

S4 

•T. 
2      T3 

T3       S4 

-S4      T5      S6 

0 u4 

u4       0 

0 -uc 
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b0 
bl 
b2 
b3 

p=     a al 

a2 
a3 

and c = 0 

u. 

xh= L 0iüih Aüi 
i=0 

sh 

r 

■I 
i=0 

0^. RiAui 
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(h = 0,  1 . 2 .. .) 

These equations are derived in Reference 7.   The unknown coefficients a«, 
a2' ' *' an' b0' bl' * * * bm are containec* in tlie vector, p. 

The weighting coefficients, 0., are chosen to be: 

0 1  nv^r (1 = 1, 2, ... r) (B-7) 

so that when they are substituted into the error equation EN [Equation (B-S)"!, 
it reduces to E [defined in Equation (B-4)]. 

However, since D (ju) is unknown until the system of equations, Ap = c, is 
cL 

solved, an iterative technique must be used to obtain 0. which approximates 
2 

1/|D (jtj.)I   as closely as possible.   The following method is used: 
cl i 

0 
(k) 

(k-1) (2 
Da(Jwi) 

(B-8) 
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Namely, at the k**1 iteration, 0.      is determined from the results of the 
(k-l)th iteration.   By approximating 0. in this manner, it gradually approaches 
l/|Da(jUi)l

2. 

This iteration on 0. forms the basis of the inner-loop iteration.   Parameters 
(k-l)      *.»>    '_      (k-l)       (k.l)>      (k-l)i b   (!c-l)obtainedfromthe 

th n u i m ,. v 
(k-l)in iteration are used to estimate the weighting coefficients, 0/ ', for the 
k**1 iteration.   These coefficients are substituted into the system of equations, 
Ap = c [Equation (B-6), which is then solved for new estimates of the param- 
eters fcjW   a2(k)( ,,. jJfc*  b^), ttot ,,, bin

(k).   This procedure con- 

tinues until the weighting coefficients, 0., have converged to a limit. 

Whether or not 0. converges is a key point In this algorithm.   Convergence of 
0. implies that a minimum of the error function, E, in Equation (B-5) has been 
found.   If 0. does not converge, the identification procedure will not work. 
Although a sufficiency condition for convergence of 0. has not been discovered, 
in practice, convergence has been obtained in every case. 

The normalized error criterion, E^, 
0 

E0 = ?TT   L 
i=0 

1 ■ ^ (k-i),. ; Da W 
(B-9) 

referred to as the equation error, is introduced to monitor the convergence 
of 0.. When the equation error, E ., becomes less than a prescribed error 
tolerance, c ., the inner-loop iteration is stopped, since this implies that 0- 
has converged. 

After convergence of 0. has been obtained, the real error, EN, defined in 
Equation (B-5) is computed in the outer iteration loop to ascertain the accu- 
racy of the approximation, G (ju).   The value of EN is compared with a pre- 
scribed error tolerance, cN, to determine what action is to be taken. 
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If EN is less them or equal to cN, the algorithm is halted.   This outcome 

indicates that a transfer function model of sufficient accuracy has been 

identified. 

The other alternative, E-, greater than c-,, indicates that further computation 

is necessary.   This outcome implies that the assumed order of the approxi- 

mation is not large enough to accurately model the experimental frequency 

data.   Therefore, in this case the orders of the numerator, N (ju), and the 

denominator, D (ju), of G (ju) are increased by 1 and control is transferred 
3. cl 

back to the inner iteration loop.   The procedure is repeated until a transfer 
function model with EN ^ cN is identified. 

PROCEDURE 

A flow chart of the computer algorithm is presented in Figure B-1 and 

discussed in the following paragraphs. 

First, the constants n and m, and the orders of D (ju) and N (ju) at the 
cl cl 

beginning of the computation, are read in.   Although these constants can be 
set to 1 in any case, it is often possible to roughly estimate the order of 

G (ju) from the experimental frequency response data.   Needless computations 
cl 

are avoided by selecting re.-jonable values of n and m at the beginning.   If the 

selected order is not high enough to approximate the experimental data, the 

computer algorithm will automatically increase the order.   This is often the 

case. 

Next, the equation error and real error tolerance parameters, c . and cN, 
are read in.   The constant c . determines how hard the computer must work 

to find a transfer function model of a given order.   This constant controls the 

inner iteration loop in the program.   When the weighting coefficients, 0., 

have converged to within the tolerance specified by c., the inner-loop itera- 
tion is stopped and the accuracy of the transfer function model is checked. 

Experience indicates that a value of about 0. 01 for c . will give good results. 
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The real error tolerance, cN, determines how accurate the transfer function 
approximation, G0(jw), must be.   This constant controls the outer iteration 

El 
loop in the program.    After the inner loop has converged, the iutegral square 

error, EN, defined in Equation (B-5) is checked.   If the error, EN, is found 
to be less than cN, the computation is stopped, since this implies that a good 
approximation has been obtained.   However, if the error, EN, is larger than 

cN, a good approximation has not been obtained.   In this case, the orders of 

N (ju) and D (ju) are Increased by 1 and the computations are begun anew. 
el a. 

It has been discovered that a value of about 0. 01 for cN will produce satis- 

factory results. 

After the error tolerance constants c   and cN have been read into the program, 

the experimental frequency response data, G(ju.), is read in.   Provision has 
been made in the program to input this information as Bode gain and phase 

data, Nyquist polar data, or Nyquist rectangular data.   The data is converted 
to rectangular coordinates for internal use in the program. 

Next, the weighting coefficients 0. are initialized to a value of 1 and the inner 
iteration loop counter k is set to 1. 

Then, the coefficients in the matrix A and vector c of the equations Ap = c are 
calculated and the equations solved for the vector of unknowns, p. 

Following this, the real error, EN, given by the following expression: 

EN =   ^  0i  |Da(jUi) G(jW.) - lyju.)]2 fiwj 
i=0 

is calculated and the result stored for future comparison with the error 

tolerance parameter, c-,. 
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Then, the denominator polynomial, D       (jw.), is evaluated at the u. (i = 0, 

1, ... r) corresponding to the experimental frequency response data.   These 
numbers D (jw.) will be used later on to update the estimates of 0. if an addi- 

a    i i 
tional inner loop iteration is necessary. 

At this time the inner iteration loop counter k is checked to see if its value is 

1.   A value of 1 indicates that this is the first time through the inner iteration 

loop.   If k equals 1, the next calculation cannot be performed, so control is 

transferred to the end of the inner iteration loop where the weighting coeffi- 
cients 0. are updated. 

If k is not equal to 1, the equation error E . is computed as 
0 

E0 = F+T   Z 
i=0 

1 - 
Da

(k) (j^) 
_. (k-1) ,.   . 
Da (Jwi) 

and compared with the equation error tolerance parameter, c       If E   is 

greater than the allowable tolerance, c ., the inner loop is n^* cnverged. 

In this case the weighting coefficients 0. are updated according to the relation 

0i = 1   IV»^)!3 

and control is transferred back to the beginning of the inner iteration loop 
denoted Station 2 in the flow chart. 

However, if E . is less than the tolerance, c., the inner loop iteration on 0. 
0 0 1 

has converged and control is transferred to a check on the real error, EN. 

EN, which has been computed in a previous step, is compared with the real 
error tolerance parameter, cN.   If EN is less than cN, the computation is 

stopped, since this implies that the transfer function model obtained is a good 
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approximation of the experimental frequency response data.   However, if EN 

is greater than cN, the approximation is not good enough.   In this case, the 

orders of the numerator, N (ju), and denominator, D (ju), in the approxi- 

mat ion G (ju) are increased by 1 and control is transferred to the beginning 

of the outer iteration loop. Station 1 in the flow chart.   The iteration proce- 

dure continues until an accurate transfer function approximation has been 

obtained. 

TFNS PROGRAM 

The identification algorithm discussed in the previous sections has been 

assembled into a Fortran program called TFNS.   In addition to performing 
the calculations associated with the identification algorithm, the program also 

contains a section which computes the frequency response of the transfer 

function approximation.   These data are crossplotted with the experimental 

frequency response data on a single Bode plot to permit rapid visual verifi- 
cation of the accuracy of the transfer function model obtained.   A listing of 
the Transfer Function Identification Program is presented in Tables B-l 

through B-12.   The input data cards needed to run the program are Identified 

below. 

The input data deck consists of two groups of cards, a program control group 
and a frequency response group.   Each group ends with a card with an 

asterisk (*) in Column 1.   The cards in each group are identified below. 

Program Control Group 

These cards have a flag character in Column 1 and parameters in 10-character 
fields thereafter.   These cards may be in any order, and there may be more 

than one of each type in the group.   However, only data from the last card of 

a particular type in the group are considered in that run. 
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Card With "C" in Column 1 — This card inputs parameters pertaining to the 
linear least squares algorithm.   If a fit is to be performed in a run« A "C" 

card must appear in the Program Control Group: 

1) Denominator Starting Order, Columns 2-10 — Right-justified 

integer. 

2) Numerator Starting Order, Columns 11-20 -- Right-justified 

integer.   Should be ^ denominator starting order.   The dif- 

ference between numerator and denominator order is preserved 

as the orders are increased by the program for better fit. 

3) Equation Error Tolerance, Columns 21-30— Free-field 
floating-point.   This determines how hard the computer should 
work for a fit at a particular order.   Recommended value = 0. 01, 

but can be tightened up to achieve lower-order fit. 

4) Real Error Tolerance, Columns 31-40 -- Free-field floating- 
point.   When the computer has ground out a transfer function 

at a particular order which satisfies the equation error toler- 

ance, it checks a discrete approximation of the integral squared 

error over the entire curve against the real error tolerance. 

If the real error tolerance is satisfied, the algorithm halts. 
If not, numerator and denominator orders are increased by 1. 

5) Frequency Scale Factor, Columns 41-50 -- Free-field floating- 
point.   This is used to center the range of the logarithms of 

input frequencies around zero.   If this scale factor is not used 

when input frequencies are greater than 10 radians or less than 

0. 01 radian, then ill-conditioning in the matrix used in the linear 

least squares algorithm will result.   For example, if the lowest 

• frequency is 1 radian and the highest is 100 radians, then a 

suitable scale factor would be 0. 1. 
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6)    Term Rejection Criterion, Columns 51-60— Free-field floating- 
point.   Sometimes the algorithm is farced to compute a highrr- 
order numerator than is needed for a good fit.   When this 
happens, it comp +es a polynomial coefficient which is very 
small.   Inclusion of such a term causes ill-conditioning which 
affects the accuracy of the computation of the zeros.   To pre- 
vent this, there is logic to zero-out high-order coefficients 
which are too small to affect the transfer function.   If the 
numerator polynomial is represented as 

a0 + aj • Jy + a2 (jw)2 + — + am • (jw)m 

and if there are r frequency data points, u. (i = 0, 1, ... r), 
then the term a     is tested as follows.   If m 

t ko^" »m ia   nu- Im J  i 
i=l 
r      m 

m t t koui,k 
i=l   k=0 

is less than term rejection criterion, then reject a   , and 
reduce numerator order by 1. 

Card With "O" (the letter) in Column 1 -- This card controls the output Bode 
plot.   It must be included if a Bode plot is desired for a run.   The Bode plot 
always gives four decades: 

1)    Number of Points/Decade, Columns 2-10 — Right-justified 
integer. 
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2) Number of Points Evaluated For Plot Routine, Columns 11-20 — 
Right-justified integer must be ^ number of points/decade. 

3) Plot Starting Frequency, Columns 21-30 -- Free-field floating- 
point. 

4) Gain Scale, Columns 31-40 — Free-field floating-point: 

If gain scale > 0, plot scale ■ ± (gain scale) db. 

If gain scale > 0 or blank, plot scale chosen auto- 
matically from plot values. 

Card With "Z" or "P" in Column 1 -- It may be desirable to neglect 
extraneous-looking poles or zeros when evaluating the computed transfer 
function for a plot.   This is done with a root deletion card.   The roots to be 
deleted are punched left-justified in A4 fields from left to right on the card. 
Each field begins with a Z or P, meaning zero or pole, followed immediately 
by a two-digit number corresponding to the number of the desired pole or 
zero indicated on the output of the previous run.   For instance, if pole 3 and 
zero 2 from the previous run are to be deleted, then the card would appear 
as follows: 

P03     Z02 
T t 

Columns 1 5 

The poles and zeros may be listed on the card in any order whatsoever, but 
the first blank A4 field terminates the scan of the card.   Thus, up to 20 poles 
and zeros may be deleted in one run.   Note also that if a number refers to a 
conjugate pair, both members of the pair are deleted, and the order of either 
the numerator or the denominator is reduced by 2 by such a deletion.   The 
output of a deletion run will print "DEL" in the appropriate entry of the polt- 
zero listing.   Also, deletions can be made on a fit run, if pole and zero 
numbers are known a priori. 
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End program control group with "*" card. 

Frequency Response Cards 

These cards have input data points on them, one per card.   The cards must 
be in order of ascending frequency.   The frequency can be in H«  or radians 
per second, and the units need not be consistent from one card to the next. 
However, they must still be in order, as if they were in consistent units. 
In other words, 10 radians must appear before 5 Hz. 

These cards have a common format: 

• Column 1 - Data Type Flag; 

Blank = Bode 
- B = Bode 
- P = Nyquist polar 
- R = Nyquist rectangular 

• Columns 15-29 - Frequency, Free-Field Floating-Point; 

If H in Column 15, frequency is in Hz. 
If R in Column 15, frequency is in radians per second. 

• Default;   If blank or frequency entry starts in Column 15, 
frequency is in radians per second. 

• Columns 30-44 - Gain, Magnitude, or Real Part;   Free-field 
floating-point.   Defaults vary according to Column 1 entry, 
but D in Column 30 indicates decibels, and M in column 30 
indicates magnitude. 
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Columns 45-59 - Phase, Angle, or Imaginary Part:   Defaults 

vary according to Column 1 entry, but D in Column 45 indicates 

degrees, and R in Column 45 indicates radians. 

Defaults Chart 

Col.  1 Frequency Field Part 1 Part 2 

Blank rad/sec Gain (db) Phase (deg) 

B rad/sec Gain (db) Phase (deg) 

P rad/sec Magnitude Angle (rad) 

R rad/sec Real Imaginary 

As indicated, defaults on units in frequency, gain, phase, magnitude, or 
angle can be overridden by punching the appropriate character (H, R, D, M) 
in the first column of the appropriate field. 

End frequency response data group with "*" card. 
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READ: n. m 
STARTING ORDERS FOR 
DJju.) AND HJimi a a 

I 
^READTC^T CN 

EQUATION ERROR TOLERAN 
AND REAL ERROR TOLERAN 

I 
READ: » GAIN,, PHASE, 

EXPERIMENTAL FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE DATA 

I 
INITIALIZE WEIGHING 
COEFFICIENTS: 
«, = 1 (1=0,1,..^) 

K=0 

K = K + 1 

I 
CALCULATE A, c 
IN Ap = c 

I 
SOLVE Ap=c 
FOR VECTOR  p 

& 

Figure B-l.    TFNS Flow Chart 
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1 
CALCULATE REAL ERROR: 

EN = ^  4  |D(jw)G(jw)-Na(jw)|2Acü, 

I 
CALCULATE AND STORE: 

Da
(k){jw.) (i = 0, 1, ...r) 

3 I 

YES 

CALCULATE EQUATION ERROR: 
n(k) 

V^r g, 1 ■  a   (jto^ 

0?=%*.) 

YES 

UPDATE WEIGHING COEFFICIENTS: #,-—s— 
(1 = 0, 1, ... r) 

J 

YES 

INCREASE ORDER 
OF Ga(jüj): 

n = n + l 
m = tn + 1 

I 
Figure B-l.   TFNS Flow Chart (Concluded) 

1 
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Table B-l. 

I ooooPooo 
t oooooooi 
1 00000002 
4 oooooooa 
5 ooooOoo* 
* OQOQOOOS 
7 OOOQOOO* 
• OQOOOOO

7 

9 OOOQOOIO 

10 OOOQOOII 
11 ooooooiz 
12 oooooois 
13 ooooooi* 
14 ooooooi» 
IS ooooOoi* 
It ooooooi^ 
17 OOOOOOBO 
IS oooooozi 
19 ooooOoz? 
20 00000023 

21 ooooooa* 
22 00000025 
23 0000002* 
24 ooooooz7 

25 00000030 
26 00000031 
27 00000032 
28 oooooos3 

29 00000034 
30 00000035 
31 ooooOoa* 
32 00000037 

33 00000040 
34 00000041 
35 00000042 
36 00000043 
37 00000044 
38 00000045 
39 09000046 
40 00000047 
41 00000050 
42 00000051 
43 OOOOOOS? 
4<» 00000053 
45 00000354 
46 ooooOoss 
47 00000056 
48 00000057 
49 0000006° 
50 0000006l 
51 00000062 
52 00000063 
53 0000006* 
54 00000065 
55 OOOOOD66 
56 00000067 
57 00000070 
58 00000071 
59 00000072 
60 •0o0o0o73 

Transfer Function Identification Program -- Program 
to Identify S-Domain Transfer Function 

:f 

C.***«*PMaRAM T» fDlNTlrV S*0INAIN TRANtFCR FUNCTlSN 
C »BEST rlTylNa FRCOUENCY RCSP»NSE OAT*. PS^jS..  . 

COMMSN M(90)«O^UM(BO){RC8Pl50)«PHl(50)«A(4i<4t) 
CBMMeN t(0)«T(O)«U(43)«LAMBDA(O) 
CBHHSN/KUUQI/H KkÜOC 
DIMENBIBN P(«2)/|.BR0l4l .... 
DIMENSION  FHEOIN(100)4PART1(100),PART2(IOOI 
DIMENSIBN |,lHAaE«20)#JPT(20)#JZT(20) 
CBMP^Ex  3A(B0l#TNUM*TpEN9M#Cl#FRAC*CPBLY*JW»TrK#CMUYr 
CBHP^EX OA(SO)|OABCD|50). 
CBMP^EX ZEReS(22)«PBLE8(22l 
CBUPLEX "ESP 
REAL UMBDA 
INTEOER »TYPE 
LBQICAL CftHPieuT 
DATA  NlTER/ioO/ 
DATA   NMAJ(/?0/#MMAx/50/#NBEC/4/ 
DATA  IcR/5//LP/*/*UBflDE/lMB/#LPBLAR/lHP/*LRCCT/4M«^ 
DATAiU8R0(Ii»I.l»*J/2HST,2HNO*2HRO*2HTH/ 
DATA  BTYPE/IMB/. .     . - 
DATA  UCeMP/lHC/#USTAR/jH»/#LBl.ANK/lM /«LBUT/IM«/ 
DATA  LP8tE/lMP/»UZER9/lHi/ 
CAt.L  RESTART 
nRaATAN(l>0)/45* 
RD«1./DR 
P1«4,O»ATAN(1I0) 

C../..RERUN  SENSE  SWITCH 
200       cM.1  SSwTCH(i,Il8N) 

lF(Ij8N.Eo,2)ST8P 
CBMPa«FAl>SE. 
9uT.4FAl.SE. 
D8 9i   J«l»20 
JpT(I).0 
JZTCD.O 

91 CBNTjNuE 
JPTP.O 
JZTP.O 

c READ IN PARAMETERS AND POSTS TO BE DELETED 
90 READ(lcR'iO0i)lIMAOE 

DECODE tlM002»LlMAQE)LFLAQ 
c READ IN STARTING DENOMINATOR ORDER«STARTINQ NUMERATOR BROER« 
C EuUATlON ERROR  TOLERANCEtREAL  ERROR  TOUERANCE«FREQUENCY  SCALE 
C FACT8R,TERM REJECTION  CRITERION. 

IF(LFLAQ«EQ.LC0MP)DEC0DE(60*1000*LIMAQE)NDINN«C8JCT«F8CALE<TBI.MAQ 
COMP'.COMP.OR.dFUAQ.EO'LCeMP) 
OUT.OUT.OR.(LFUAQ.EQ.LOUT) 

C READ   IN Njh   OF POINTS/DECADE/NUMBER  OF  P0iNTs#PL0T   STARTINQ 
C FREQuENCY^OESlRED  GAIN  SCALE.   IF   GAIN  SCALE   .LE.Q»   QAlN  SCALE 
C CHOSEN  AUTOMATICALLY. 

lF(LFLAQ«E3.|rOuT)OECODE(40«1000/LlM*QE)NPDEC,NP01NTS#WLBh«oOA|NX 
lFfLFLAG«NE.LP0LE.AND.LFLAQ.NE.LZER9)QO  TO 9? 
DO 93 l.le?0 
DECOoEi3»lO03'LlMAGE(I))LABEL»IPT 
IF(LABEL'E3.LBLANk)Q0 TO 92 
IF(LABEL»NE.LP0LE)GO TO 94 " 
JPTP'.JpTPji 
JPT(jPTP).l«»T 
GO TO 93 

94   JZTPijzTPjl 
JZT«JZTP).IPT 
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Table B-l.   Transfer Function Identification Program — Program 
to Identify S-Domain Transfer Function (Continued) 

61 OoOogO?* 
62 00000075 
63 Oo000076 
64 00000077 
65 OoOoOlOO 
66 O0O0O10I 
67 00000102 
68 OOOOOIO3 

69 OOOOOIO* 
73 Onoooio5 
7l OOOOOIO6 

7? Q^Oln7 

73 OOOOOnO 
7* oooooni 
75 ooooonz 
76 00000113 
77 OoOOOll* 
78 OoOoOllS 
79 00000116 
80 0o00Oll7 
81 0000°:20 
82 OOOOOI?! 
83 OOOOOIZ? 
8* 0o000l23 
85 oooooia* 
86 00000125 
87 00000126 
88 00000127 
89 00000130 
90 OoOoOlSl 
91 00000132 
92 00000133 
93 0o0o0l3* 
9* 00000l35 
95 00000136 
96 00000137 
97 0o000l*0 
98 OoOOOl^l 
99 0o000l*2 

100 OoOoOl*3 

101 Oooooi** 
102 OoOoOl** 
103 0oO0Ol*6 
10* 000001*7 
105 OoOOOlSO 
106 OoOoOlSl 
107 OOOOOISZ 
108 00000183 
109 OQOOOIS* 
110 00000189 
Hi OoOQOlS* 
112 OOOOOIO 
113 O0O0O16O 
11* oooooui 
118 0o000l«> 
116 O0O0Ol«3 
117 OOOOOI** 
Hi OOOQOIAB 
I If 0000016* 
110 OQCoOx»» 
111 OOOOOITO 

93   CONTiNjE 
92 lF(LrLAä«NE.LSTAR)G» T9 90 
C SBPT jpT AND JZT ARRAyS 

lF(jpTp.LE.i;Q9  T9  80 
JPTPBl,jPTP.i 
DO  81   I»1*JPTP»11 

DO 8?  j.lpwjPTP 
lF(JpT;J>.3E.JPT(I))ae  T8  K 
ITEMp.jPTd, 
JPT(J).JPT(J) 
JPT(j)ilTEHP 

82 CONTINUE 
si      CONTINUE 
80 lF(JzTf«l.E.iiQ»  TB   85 

JZTPM1«JZTP.1 
DB 83   M,JZTPM1 
1P1«1*1 
DB 8; j.IPl,jZTP 
IF(JZT|J)I3E>JZT(I))QB TB 8* 
.JTEMP.JZT(J) 
JZT(p.jZT(j) 
J2T(J)IITE»1P 

8*    CBNTlNuE 
83 CBNTlNuE 
«5   CBNTlNuE 

lF<.N6T«C9MPiQB TB 100 
URITE(LP«20Ö0)ND«NN*CSiCT*FSCALE«WL0w<NPDEC'NPeSNTS«TeLlAQ 

c READ IN FREQUENCY RESPONSE DATA AND CBNVERT FRBH EXTERNAU 
c TYPE TB INTERNAL TYPE!RECTANGULAR) 

WRITE(LP*209i) 
CALL  CARDROdCRiLPiM^MMAx) 
M.'M-i 

C SUBTRACT  TIME  DELAY   FRBM  RAW  DATA 
IF(8ENSE  SWITCH  2)   55#56 

85 hRlTE(8»3Q50) 
READ(«j30oii  TOELAY 
WR!TE(LP«3002)   TDELAY 
DB 56  ;«1#M 
TEHPG f  CABSiRESPri)) 
TEHPP.■  ATAN2(AlMfQ(RESP(I))«REAL(RESP(I))i»R0 
TEMPP«VEMpP*w( n«T0ELAYt87.293 
TEHPp»TEHpp»oR 
RESP(l)»TcMPa»CMPLX(CB8(TEMPP)#SIN<TEMPP)'> 

86 CBNTlNuE 
C SCALC  OeWN FREQUENCY 

Dfl 60   Ial«M 
W(l),W(I)tFsCALE 

60 CBNTINUE 
C INITIALIZE I'MUCBHPUTE DELM«AND FIND DEN^HINATRR »9 REAL ERR„R. 

ERReßOfO» 
PHKD.l»    . 
PELW(l)*(wll)*W(?))/e« 
TEMP.C<iB8{«ElP(l>) 
E vBRDiERRBqn^TEMP.TKMP« OELW (11 

DO 8, lipMMi „...'• 
DCLM(l}i(M(Utl«Ktl-l))/t« 
PHKJ)!*:. . 
TKHP.CftMElPlln . 
ERRBRO^E^RBRIHTCHPaTEMPtOErM« I) 
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Table B-l. 

122 00000l7l 
123 00000172 
12* Oo000l73 
125 0000017* 
126 00000175 
127 00000176 
128 O000Ol77 
129 OoOoOpoO 
130 0000020l 
131 00000202 
132 00030203 
133 0003020* 
13» 00000205 
135 O0O0O206 
136 00000207 

137 00000210 
138 00000211 
139 OoOOC2l2 
1*0 00030213 
1*1 000J021* 
1*2 00000215 
1*3 00000216 
l** 000002l7 
1*5 0o0002?0 
1*6 00000221 
1*7 00000222 
1*8 00000223 
1*9 0000022* 
150 00000225 

151 0000022* 
152 00000227 
153 00030230 
15* 00030231 
155 00000232 
156 00000233 
157 0000023* 
158 00000235 
159 00000236 
160 00000237 
161 000302*0 
162 000002*1 
163 000002*2 
16* 000002*3 
165 000002** 
166 O0O0O2*5 

167 000002*6 
168 000002*7 

169 00000250 
170 00000251 
171 00000252 
172 00000253 
173 000002S* 
17*. 0000025» 
17S 00000286 
17» 000Q02S7 
177 00000160 
171 00000261 
179 00000262 
ItQ 0000026) 
111 0000026* 
112 0000026» 

Transfer Function Identification Program — Program 
to Identify S-Domain Transfer Function (Continued) 

5 CONTINUE 
PHI(H».l» 
DEL»IJM)«WtM).N(«i"l) 
TEMP.CABS(9ESPt1)) 
ERRBROiERRWRO^TEMP^TEMP^OElXH) 
lDAMAXi2»NMAx*i 

».RITE«UP»2Ci3) 
c BEGIN OUTER u6flp(INCREMENTINQ N) 
6 «»o 

NR»NN*N0*i 
NC.Nt»*l 
NDPliND+l 
Npj.sjN^l 
Np2.NN;2 

C BEGIN   INNfR t98P(INCREMENTINQ K) 
7 K»K*l 

IF(K.QT>NiTER)ST0P  66666 
C«««.«CALCULATE A.MATRIX AND C-vECTBR 

CALL LDACJM,ND»NN) . 
C SOLVE A»P.C FOR P 

CALL TDlNvR(lSBL«IDSOL«NR,«NC«A/IDAMAx/KMA<OET) 
IF((lSBL*10S9L).QT.2»STep 77777 
CALL M8VE(A(i*NC)*P#NR<NP2) 

C CALCULATE yAUUE BF COMPUTED TRANSFER FUNCTION AT fREQUENCY 
C,..,.DATA POINTS AND THEN EVALUATE ERRBR FUNCTION. 

ENaO. 
OB 8 I*1«M 
JH«CMPLX'Ö»#W(1)) , 
TNUM',Cp8Lr(P(l)»NPl#jw) 
TDEN9M;CPBLY(P(NPe)/NDPl#jW» 
DA(I)«TDENBH 
QA(IJ»TNUM/T0ENBM 
TEMP,CABS(RESP(I)-GA(I)) 
TEMP.TEMPtTEMP.OELW(I) 
EN.EN^TEMp 

8 CONTINUE 
ENiEN/ERRBKD 
IF(K.EQ*1)QB TB 10 

C CALCULATE APPROXIMATE EQUATION ERROR 
EC;O. 
OS 9 I;I«M 
FRACaDA(I)/DABLD(I) 
EC«EC*CABS(C1-FRAC) 

9 CONTINUE 
ECiEC/FL8AT(M) 
WRITE(LP'20021EN«K*NO»NN,EC 
IF(CC«LE«C9)0» TB U 

;•••..MOVE DA TO DABLD AND CALCULATE PHI 
10 po li I»I#M 

DAOUp[I)«DA(I)     . 
TEMPfCAB8(DA0LD(In 
PMKhtlvTEMP/TEMP 

12        CONTlNyE 
00 TO 7 

C CHECK FOR REAL ERROR CONvERQENCE  AND  IF MAX*  BRDIR «ACHED, 
11 IF«EN.LE»CT)aO TB 14, 

lF/N0«|0«NMAx)«8 TO   1] 
NNfNN*l 
NO»NO*l     ... 
lF(N0»aT«(M«i>)8T8MiS55 
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Table B-l.   Transfer Function Identification Program -- Program 
to Identify S-Domain Transfer Function (Continued) 

it: wiit 
1M 00090270 
!•• OOOOOITI 
187 000Q0272 
18* 00000273 
189 0000027« 
190 00000279 
19i 0000027* 
192 00000277 
193 OOOOOIOO 
19« O0OOO3OI 
195 00000302 
196 .00000303 
197 O0O0O3O* 
198 OOOOOSOS 
199 0000030* 
200 00000307 
201 OOOOOSIO 
202 00000311 
203 OOOOOSI? 
20» 00000313 
205 0000031* 
206 00000315 
207 0000031* 
208 00000317 
209 00000320 
210 00000321 
211 00000322 
212 00000323 
213 0000032'» 
21* 00000325 
215 00000326 
216 00000327 
217 00000330 
218 00000331 
219 00000332 
220 00000333 
221 0000033* 
222 Oo(>o0335 
223 00000336 
22» 00000337 
225 000003*0 
226 0o0o03*l 
227 000003»2 
228 000003»3 
229 O0OOO3»* 
230 OoooOa^s 
231 00000346 
232 OoOo03»7 
233 00000350 
23» 00000351 
235 0000035? 
236 00000353 
237 0000035* 
238 000,10355 
239 0000035«» 
2'0 00000357 
241 00000360 
2*2 OoOo036l 
2»3 00C00362 

IS WRtffaP«2ÖÖ3)N0«NN«fN 
1« CONTINUE 
C."t.REDUCE  eRpER Of  NUMERATOR 

WRlTr(tf#2öÖ?> 
NCN0tNPi*N0Rl 
wRITEdP'eÖÖSJl^in^IfWNPi) 
WRITCJLP«2006)lR(I)'l-NF9«NCN0l 
NNORO'NN 
N0BRO»N0 
IF(T9UMAG.EQ.0.)QB  Vi «5 
PMAQ.O. 
DO hi   I«1,M 
jwiCi/gMPLxiöt.rtdn 
08 42 J'liNPj 
JM.JW«CMR|,X(0»*W(I)) 
Pf1AQ,PMAG4CABS(CMPUX(P(J>*0»>»JW) 

«2   CONTINUE 
*1    CONTjNuE 

PMAQ.PMAG/FUOATtM) 
06 *3 l»ltNPj 
IR.NP1-I*! 
TMAG.O. 
DB *4 J«1|M 
JW»CMPLX(Q.*W(j)>•#(IR-U 
TMAG',TMAG*CABS(CMPLXrP(lR)*0«)»JW) 

**   CBNTjNuE 
TM*G.TMAQ/rLBAT(M) 
RATlo»TH*G/PHAQ 
IF(RATI6.GE.TBUMAG)G8 T8 46 
P(IR|.0« 
NNBRD'NNBRO.I 

»3    CflNTlNuE 
46   C9NTlNuE 
C PRINT SC*|.EP TRANSFER FUNCTION AND OC GAIN 

WRITE(LP»200») 
^RITE(UP'2005)(P(I)»N1*NP1) 
MIITHLP# 2006)(P(11 #I.NP8# NENO) 

45 CBN^TlNyE 
DCGAIN.P(l) 
».RITE(LP'2C1Ö)DCGAIN 

C FIND  ZER85 
CALL  RBBT(p(1),NNBRD«zEROS#NZ»A#-LP) 

C F^D  POLES 
CALL  RBBT(P(MP?).NDBRO*PBLES*NP/A#-LP) 

c UNSCALE TRANSFER FUNCTIBN AND FREQUENCY 
TE^PiFSCALE 
08  6]    1.2#NPI 

P(n.TEMP»P(I) 
TFrP'.TpMP.FSCALF 

61 CONTINUE 
NP3«NP2*1 
TEMP'.FSCAUE 
DO  63   l«Np3,K'END 
P(I)iTEMP,P(i) 
TEhPiTEMP.FSCALE 

63 CBNTjNuE 
DO  6?   I»1*M 

».(D.wdJ/FSCALE 
62 CONTTNuE 
C PRINT   UNSCALED  TRANSFER  FUNCTION 
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Table B-l 

2M ooonoaiS 
24S 0000036« 
2*6 00000365 
2*7 00000366 
2*8 00000367 
2*9 00000370 
250 00000371 
251 00000372 
252 00000373 
253 0000037* 
25* 00000375 
255 00000376 
256 00000377 
257 00000*00 
258 OoOoOfcOl 
259 0000O*02 
260 00000*03 
261 00000*0* 
262 00000*05 
263 00000*06 

26* 00000*07 

265 00000*l0 
266 00000*11 
267 00000*l2 
268 00000*l3 
269 00000*1* 
270 00C00*l5 
271 OOOOO*!6 

272 00000*17 

273 00000*20 
27* 00000*21 
275 00000*22 
276 00000*23 
277 00030*2* 
278 00000*25 
279 00C00*26 
280 00000*27 
281 00000*30 
282 00000*31 
283 00000*32 
28* 00000*33 
285 00000*3* 
286 Oo0o0*35 
287 00000*36 
288 0o0DO*37 

289 00000**0 
290 000C0**1 
291 00000**2 
292 00000**3 
293 OoOoO*** 
29* 00000**5 
295 00000**6 
296 OoODO**7 
297 00030*50 
298 00030*51 
299 00030*52 
300 03030*53 
301 00030*5* 
302 00030*56 
303 00030*56 
30* 0o0o0*57 

Transfer Function Identification Program -- Program 
to Identify S-Domain Transfer Function (Continued) 

100 

71 

68 

7.0 
r • • • 1 

73 

72 
c... 
c... 

?0 

30 

t0 
15 

WRITE<LP«20l*l 
wRlTE(LP*?O05)«P(I)Mjl*NPl) 
k<RlTC(LP«2006>(P(I)«IiNPi«NEND) 
CONTINUE 
PRINT UNSCALEO ZEROS 
IMO«NNtR0 
lr(NNÖR0»8T.*)IBRD«* 
WRITE<LP«^0ii>NNBW)*l.8''0'I9RD, 

WRlTE(LP«2015> 
IPT.J 

08  7o   M/Nz 
Ir(C9MP)ZER8S(I)»ZER8S(I|/CMPLX(FSCALE#0.» 
PREAL«REAL(ZER8SCI)) 
PIHA3.AlMAQ(ZER»S<n) 
IF(A8S(PI«1A5).3T.1!0E»7)G8  T8  71 
WRITE(LP*2016)I*PREA1. 

(>8   T9   68 
rREajCABS(ZEReS(I)) 
DAMP.-PREAL/FREO 
NRITE(LP«20i6)I*PREAL#PlMAQ#DAriP«FREu 
lF(JZT(IP?j.NE.I)Qe   T8 70 
WRITE(UP*?017) 
IPT.IPT4I 
C8NT1N0E 
PRINT   UNSEALED PSLES 
leRDiNpeRo 
lF(ND8RD'(5T.i,)IBRD.* 
wRITE(LP'2C12)N0eRD»LeRD(IBRD) 
wRITg(LP'2015) 
IPT-I 
D8 7? I.I,NP 
IF(C9Mp)P9LES(I)«PeLES(Il/CHPLx(FSCALE#0t) 
PREAL»RE*L{POLES(I)) 
pl^AQ«AlMAQ(p8LES(I)) 
IF(A8S(plMAg).GT.l.0E.7)G8  TB  73 
^RITE<LP'2016)I»PREAU 
G8   Tp   69 
FREO.CABS(P9LES( in 
OAMpi-pREAL/FREQ 
wRlTE(LPJ2016)I*PREAL/PlMAG»OAMp,FREg 
iFtJäTllpTt.NE.I)S» TB 7? 
WRITE(Lp'2fM7) 
IPT.IPT*1 
CBNTlNuE 
PRINT   BUT  FREQUENCY   RESPBNSE  BF   C8MPUTED  TRANSFER  FUNCTI9N 
AT   INPUT   DATA  PBINTS 
IF( tNiBT.CSMPiQrt   TB   101 
»<RITE(LP'?007) 
DB   15   |tt#H 
IF(BTYPE«E3.LPSI.*R)GB  TB  ?0 
IF(BTYPE«Ea.|,RECT)GB   T9  30 
ARGli2C«-AL9GlO(CABS(GA(I))) 
ARG2'. ATAN?(AIMAG(GA( I) )/RE AL ( GA ( I ) ) ) .RO 
6Ö   T9   *C 
ARGr.CABS(GA(I)) 
ARG2iATAN?(*iMAG(GA(I)),REAL( GA(I)))»RD 
GB   T-i   *0 
ARGliRE*l-(r,A(I)) 
ARG2'.AIMAG(r]A(n) 
URITE(tP'?30«)w(1)»ARG1/ARG2 
CBNTlNuE 
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Table B-l. 

305 Oo030<t60 
306 O000O«6l 
307 00000*6? 
308 00000*63 
3C9 00000*6* 
310 OOOCO*65 
311 00030*66 
312 00030*67 
313 00030*70 
3l* 00030*71 
315 00000*7? 
316 00030*73 
317 00000*7* 
318 00030*75 
319 00000*76 
320 00030*77 
321 00030500 
322 OoOOOSOl 
323 00000502 
32* 00030503 
325 0000050* 
326 00000505 
327 00000506 
328 OoOoOSO7 

329 OoOoOSlO 
330 OoO0O5ll 
331 0003051? 
332 00030513 
333 0000051* 
33* 0000051? 
335 0000051* 
336 OoOoOSl7 

337 00000520 
338 00000521 
339 00000522 
3*0 00000523 
3*1 0000052* 
3*2 00000525 
3*3 0000052* 
3** 0000052' 
3*5 00000530 
3*6 Oo00053l 
3*7 00000532 
3*8 00000533 
3*9 0000053* 
350 00000535 
351 00000536 
352 00000537 
353 Oo00O5*O 
35* Oo0005*l 
355 O0O0O5*? 
356 000005*3 
357 0000054* 
358 Oo0005*5 
359 OOOOOS** 
3*0 OOOQOS*' 
361 00000550 
36t 00000551 
363 OOO0O558 
364 00090553 
365 ' OOOOOIS« 

C»••/< 

11 
58 

50 

51 

Transfer Function Identification Program -- Program 
to Identify S-Domain Transfer Function (Continued) 

C ?ET uP ARRAY 9F FREQUENCY RESPONSE T8 BE PLOTTED« 
C DtLETlMG. DESIRED P8LES AND ZEROS 
ICl   CONTINUE 

IF(«NOT«BUT)Q8  Te 51 
*>RlTf (LP'SOl«) 
FxPB,A^e6iO{wL9W) 
EIMy/L.FLOAT (NDEC)/FL8AT(NPBINTS) 
DB  5p   I.l.NPBlNTS 
ExP6,ExP8*ElNTvL 
FRf3lN(I>;io^tE)(PP 
FH;«FREQlN{I</?t/PI 
JW.CMPLX(Ö.*>'REQIN(I)) 

TNUM'.CPBLYFI JWIZERBSJNZ/JZT) 
TOFN^M.CP»LVF(JW*PSLES#NP/JPT) 

TFN«DCGAIN,TNUM/TDENBM 
PARTI( I)»20.#AL6Q10(CABS(TFN)) 
PART?( I)»ATAN2(AlriAQ(TFN|,REAL(TFN))#RD 
ADD   TIME   ?ELAV  BACK   INTB  DATA 
IF(SENSE   S-.TTCH  2)   57*58 
PART?( I)•PART2r I )-FREaIN(I)»TDELAY»57.293 
CBNTlNyE 
WRITE(UP'20i9)FREQlN(I)/FHZ#PAHTi;i)#pARTPj I) 
CBNTjNuE 
isco 
lF(QSAINX.UE.O.)ISC.i 
CBNTlNjE 

C ADD  TIME   DELAY  BAC<   INTB  RAW  DATA 
IFlSENSE   SWITCH  2)   *7#*8 
DB   *8   I«l/H 
TEHPQ;CABS(RESP(I)) 
TEMPp;ATAM2(AlMAG(RESP(In*''EAL(RESP{in).HD 
TEMPp«XEMpp.W( 1 )»TDELAY»57i293 
TEMPp.TEMpp.DR 
«ESPjI)«TEMPG»CMPLX(CBS(TEMPP)*SIN(TEMPP)» 
CBMlNuE 
CALL  BBOPLT(FREOlN,PARTl#P>RT2iijl*WLBW#NDEC«NPDEC#LP«lHQM^P»3SCi 

tNP6lNTS*A8SlQQ*INX»l 
READ(IC''»2016)    ■ 
PAUSE 
G6   TB  200 
FBRMAT{1X,I9JIIO«*E10.3) 
FBRMAT,20A*) 
F6RMAT(AI) 
F8RMAT(Altl2) 

F8RMAT(lH1#1ftHDEN8MlNATBR  BROER.«i7X#112/ 
ZlX/UHNUMERATBR  BRDER.« 19X« 112/ 
AlXiZBHEQUATIBN  ERROR  TOLERANCE.*lÖX/El?»5/ 
B1X*2IHREAL.  ER»6R TBLERANCE»* UX*E12«5/ 
ClX*23HFREoUENCv  SCALE  FACTOR»»i2x*El2»5/ 
DlX*29HBASE   FREQUENCY FBR BODE  PLBJ.*   6X*ET?«5/ 
ElX.2eHpBlNTS/ÜECADE  FBR  BODE  PLBT.*7x*IJ2^ 
Flx*3*HT9TAL  PBINTS  PLBTTED 8N pBOE  PL8T»#1xM18/ 
QIX*2SHTERM  REJECTIBN C«ITERI»Nl*iox;El2.6//) 

FBRMATtlHQ^gx.SHRAW  0ATA**0X* 16HRECTANQULAR  DATA/) 
FBRMAT(lOx.El2f5*2J10*3X*li/-*X*Ei2.5) 

evw     FBRMAT(1X*30J1H.)*I7MMAX  ORDER  REACHE0*2lTn/E12»5) 
200*     FBRMAT(lHQJgn(iH«)*39HTRuNCATED  TRANSFER  ruNCTI8N(SCALEDn 

2005 FeRMAT(lH0*llHNUMERAT8R-«««X*(6Ei5«5'/, 
2006 FfKMATjtHQ*lSHDEN8MlNAT0R—#(6E15.B)) 
2007 F8RMAT(//1HOI20(1H.),9*HF1NAL  FREQUENCY  RESPONSE/) 
200«    F6RHAT(1X,E12.5*10X*2(1X#E12»5)) 

*? 

*8 

1000 
1001 
1002 
1003 
2000 

2001 
2002 
2003 
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Table B-l.   Transfer Function Identification Program -- Program 
to Identify S-Domain Transfer Function (Concluded) 

^e5M*I<lSl'20(lH«)»3«HCBMPüTED  TRANSFER  FUNCTI8N(SCALED)) 
FORMATdHg^godH.j^HDC  SAIN./E12.5) 
FÖRMAT(lH1,g0(1w#)j9HR9eTS  8F  ,lZtA2tl7H  BRDER  NUMERATBRi) 
FflRMATdHo^godH.j^HROBTS 8F   #I?,A2,i9H  BRDCR  DENBHINATBRi) 
FBRMAT{lH5,gqx,l7HlTERAT]BN HISTBRY/ 

•l*X/?HEN#i5X»lHK«9x#lHN/t*X/2HEC/) 
FeRMATdHQ^odH-j.aaHFI^AL  TRANSFER  FUNCTI9N( UN8CAI.E0)» 
F9RHAT(lH0/13x,4HREAC«SXj9HlMAQlNARr#3X#7HD*HPlNQ#8X#»HFREQUCNCY/) 
F6RMAT(5X#ie#5xM(E12.5)) 
FBRMATdH^^x^HOEL) 
•FflRMATdHi,55x,2iHPL8TTED  OUTPUT  VALUES/ 

*9xd3HFRE3(RAD/SEC)/l5x«8HFRE0(H2)#löx#8HGAlN(OB)#l0X*10HPHASE(DEG 
B)/) 
FeRMAT(*(i0x#El2.5)) 

300c  FBRMAT(8)J,?gHlvPUT   TIME  OELAV   (SEC)) 
3001   FeRMAT(E15.*» 
300? FeRMAT(//,i0x*i5HTIME  DELAY  AT     «ElO^'SH     SECONDSi//) 

END 

366 00000555 
367 0OC00556 
368 0oO00557 
369 00000560 
370 00000561 
371 0000056? 
372 00000563 
373 0000056* 
37* 00000565 
375 00000566 
376 00000567 
377 00000570 
378 00000571 
379 00000572 
380 00000573 
381 0000057* 
38? 00000575 
383 00000576 

?009 
2010 
20U 
2012 
2013 

201* 
2015 
2016 
2017 
201« 

2019 
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Table B-2.   Transfer Function Identification Program -- 
Subroutine Bode Plot 

i 

* 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
1» 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
?2 
?3 
2* 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
33 
33 
3» 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
*0 
*1 
*2 
*3 
*» 
»5 
06 
*7 
08 
09 
50 
51 
52 
53 
5o 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
60 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
'I 
72 

OoQoOooO 
ooooCooi 
OoOoOOO? 
00000003 
OoooOoo* 
ooooOoo5 

OoooOoo* 
OoooOoo7 

OoOoOOlO 
ooooOoii 
oocoooi? 
0o0o00l3 
OoooOOl* 
ooooooi» 
ooooOoi* 
OoooOoi7 

00000020 
00000021 
0000002? 
00000023 
0000002* 
OO00O025 
000000?6 
00000027 

00000030 
00000031 
00000032 
-0000033 
W000003* 
00000035 
00000036 
00000037 
O0O0O00O 
Oocooool 
0o0o0oo2 
Oo0o0oo3 
OoooOooo 
Oo00O0o5 
00000006 
OOOOOOO7 

O0000050 
Oooooosl 
00000052 
00000053 
00000050 
00000055 
00000056 
00000057 

00000060 
OOO0OO61 
Oo000062 
00000063 
0000006* 
00000065 
O0OOO066 
O0O0OO67 

0o0o0070 
00000071 
00000072 
00000073 
00000070 
00000075 
00000076 
00000077 

0000O100 
Oooooioi 
OoOoOlO? 
OoOoOlO' 
Oooooio» 
oooooios 
OoOoOlO' 
0000O107 

SupRlUTl^E 3«0PLT(rRE;jIN,0AIMN,PH*SlN»ICA3E.MAxCASE#,p(L8,,»NDf C» 
• KPrEC»I«'L5AIN.LPHAS»NSCAl.*NP9IM*SCüAtN', 

CfJMH^Ni  w (50 ) . DEL» < 5 0) * «ESP (50)« PH I (5,; I. A (» T #»?) 
CSKM^N  SU3).T(03) .11(031 tL*^3D*(03) 
C9^"M9^/KLuGE/', 
Dl^•E^SI9^  iBuFdSO) 
OIMENSIBN  rReOI\(l)»SAjNIN<MAxCASE/l)<PM*SIM(MAXCA3E.l)»I1.n<'K(ll 

•PRINTSiJl) 
REAL  LENS 
C9^PLEX   BESB 
REAL  LAMBp* 
DATA   lilL*N</i.H /» ISLASH/IHI/.II/KHI        /,IhINJS/OM.        / 
DATA  LST*R/iH./*LPLUS/lH+/ 

C   PUfTS   GAIN   ANQ   PHASE   (IM   TME   HeRIZ^STAL   OIRECTl'M 
C       VS.   FREQUE^CV   (I^   THE   VERTICAL  0IRECTI9N). 

RD»0>5«/*TAN( 1 »Ql 
T*9P;«8«»ATAM1.0) 
UE^G.^PDEc 

C   NSCAL.C   Slu^'rlES   THAT   THE  DEFAULT   INPUT   vALJES(-SCQAIN»*SCGAIN) 

C ARE  USED  F9R   THE   3AIM  SCALE» 
C   NScAL   •   ?   SIGNIFIES   THAT   THE   QAIN   SCALE   IS   AO.IjSTED   AUTOMATICALLY. 

ILENQ,^CEc•^pDEC♦l 
CGAINX.SCQAI»' 

IF(NsCAL«E3O)G9T0«0f) 
C SEARCM F9R THf IMKIHUM G»IN. 

3MAX',-I.0E*3^ 

GMIN;I,OE*35 

D9 360  IP9INT , 1, NP9INT 
B • GAIN'N (ICASE»IPOIST) 
IF (gMAX .LT. 0)  3MAx • 3 
IF CJMIN .GT. 0)  QMIN . Q 

36" C9'"TlNuE 
AaSMIN . »9S (O^IN) 
IF (OMAX .LT. ABSMIN)  anAX • ABSMIN 
CALL SC*P (OM*Xi 3GAINX) 

00c MQAKx • IFIx (OQAINX ♦ .1.5) 
SOIFF • QßAjvx / 0.0 
QB9UND • 1.1?5 • 3QAINX 

C PRINT READING, 
• RITE (II«, 520)  LQAIN, LPHAS 

52' F9RM*T (lHl/37x»15H PL9T 9F GAIN U«t«ttMI *ND PHASE (»Al» 
1   15M) Vs. FBEOUENCT/) 

C PRIKT THE üAIN SfAuE. 
DO 560  I ■ 1» 9 

56c PRINTS (I) ■ • QGAINX ♦ aDIFF • F^BAT (I.T| 
• RITE (II«» 580)  {PRINTS(I)» I • 1» 9) 

SSO   F8RMAT(1X,?HRAD/SEC»0X»2HHZ»2X»6H GAIN:»9( F6.i»»)(l ) 
KPT.? 
IP9INT • 1 
ILINE i 0 

61r ILINE • lulMf ♦ 1 
C RESET IBuF T9 ALL BLANKS. 

D9 60O  I • 1< 120 
60c IBUF (I) ; IBLANK 

c PRINT HBRI^BNTAL AXES. 
IF ((ILINE .^E. 1) .AND. (ILINE .NE.ILENQ))  G9 T9 750 
D9 6R0  I •   PO» 110 

6B0 IBUF (I, I IHINUS 
C NlfMT TICK.MAR<S. 

IF (ILINE.NE.l) G9 T9 69o 

ICilS 
io>io 

69c IF (ILINE.NE.ILENQ) Q9 T9 700 

iCrtS 
ID.9 

70o 09 730  I • ?» 9 
73c Hi* (IC i I • ID) . 11 

C PRlMT THE VERTICAL AXES. 
750   IBUF(25)»;I 

IBUF(110)>II 
IBUF (65) . ISLASH 

C CALCULATE THE L9GAR1THM BF THE PL9TTED FRE3UENCT. 

KLJJE 

)' 

•.LJjC 

<LU3t 
PLST 13 
PL9T 03 
KLU3 

PL9T 60 
PLWT 7: 

PL9T 29: 

PL9T 320 
PL9T 333 
PL9T 303 
PL9T 3i.O 
PL9T 360 
PL9T 373 
PL9T 360 
PL9T 393 
PL9T 003 
PL9T 013 
PL9T 023 
PL9T 503 
PL9T 513 
PL9T 523 
PL9T 533 
PL9T 503 
PL9T 550 
PL9T 560 
PL9T 573 

KLUGE 
PL9T 590 
PL9T 600 
PL9T 610 
PL9T 620 
PL9T 633 
PL9T 603 
PL9T 660 

PL9T 670 
PL9T 680 
PL9T 690 

PL9T 730 
PL9T 703 

PL9T 763 
PL9T 773 
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Table B-2.   Transfer Function Identification Program -• 
Subroutine Bode Plot (Concluded) 

73 
7» 
79 
76 
77 
78 
79 
BO 
SI 
«8 
83 
8« 
85 
86 
87 
88 
69 
93 
91 
9a 
93 
9» 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

103 
101 
loe 
103 
10* 
105 
106 
107 
108 
139 
113 
Hi 
U? 
113 
It« 
US 
116 
117 
U« 
119 
123 
121 
12? 
123 
12» 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
138 
133 
n» 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
1*3 
1*1 

OoODOllO 
OoOOOlll 
ooooon? 
ooooon3 

oeooon* 
OoOOOllS 
Ooooon» 
OoC00ll7 
ooooo^o 
OoOoOl2l 
00000122 
00000123 
00000l2* 
03000125 
0303012* 
00030127 
00C30130 
00000l3l 
0o000l3? 
00000133 
Oo00Ol3* 
00000135 
OoOoOlS* 
03030137 
OoO0Oi*O 
000301*1 
00000l*2 
0o0o0l*3 
OoojOi** 
0ooa0i*5 
0o030l*6 
OoC30l*7 
00030150 
00000151 
00030152 
00030153 
OoOOOlS* 
Oo030l55 
OoOOOlS* 
00030157 
00030160 
OoOOOlftl 
00030162 
00030163 
0003016* 
00030165 
O0C3OI66 
0oC?0l67 

00030170 

Oic-;0i7? 
OoOlOp? 
0'3330l7* 
000:0175 
0o0j0l76 
00030177 

00030?00 
0003020' 
03000802 
00000203 
0303080* 
00030805 
0003080* 
.00030807 

00030810 
00C30811 
0o030?j2 
00030813 
0000081* 

93; 

990 
1000 

1020 

F«E0LQ»*l-90l0(«l.8«)*|FL9AT( "  lNE-1 M/LENQ 
C AVEflAQE THE 8A! S WO  PHASES Of   THE POINTS T8 nE PLBTTED PL9T 793 
C  fM THIS 5NE 1  NE. PLOT 800 

C8UNT ■ 0.0 PL9T 813 
GAIN • 0»Q PLOT 823 
PHAS • - 1BQ.0 PL9T 833 
OAINSM • Q.O PL9T 8*3 
PHASSH   ■   0«0 pl-9T   860 

86«   IF   (IP9INT   .(JT.   NpeiNT)      GO   T9  930 
IF   (AL0Gl0(FREQlN(IPSINTl)   .GT.   (FREJUG*.S/LENQ)1     00  TO   930 PLOT  873 
GAINSH   •   QAINSM  *   GAININ   ( ICASE« IPOHT) PLOT   883 
PHASSM • PH*SS" ♦ PHASIN (ICASE#IPOLNT| PLOT 893 

COUNT • COUNT ♦ '..O        . PLOT 903 
IPOlNT • tPOINT * 1 PL*T 913 
00 Te 860 PLOT 983 
IF (COjNT .EQ. O'O)  GO TO 1150                     • PL9T 930 
GAIN ■ GAJNS* / COUNT PLOT 9*3 
PHAS • PHASSM / COUNT PLPT 953 

C TEST «(HETHEP THE GAIN FALLS .ITHlS THE BOUNDS (•*5» »»Sjt PL9T 96: 
IF (QAIN .3E. (-OBOL'NO))  GO TO 10*C PL^T 97: 
IC • 13 pl-9T 985 
ENC00E(6»io0O» !WORi<( 1 , IGAIN 
FBRH»T(F6.a) 
DEC00t(6*ir'8O»I>*0R<(l) 1 laUM IC) 
FBRH»Tl6Ai', 
GO T9 1IO0 PL9T1333 

1C*C IF ((JAIN .LE. OBOJND)  GO TO 1'SC PLfTl3*: 
IC   •   11C Pi.eTl353 
GO   T*   990 PL9T13b: 

C  PUpf   THE   GAIN. PLtTl37J 
1080     ItJLf, lFlX(ft;.*GAlN/0B0JN3*6S>5l)iLCAlN 
C  TEs^  WHETHER  THf  PHASE   FALLS  HITHI,.  THt   UOUNDS   (-360*   0)« PL9T1393 
UOr   IF   (PHAS   .GE.   (•360.1)30   TO ,1110 

PHAS".PHAS^61«0 
GO   T-)   ilOo 

1110     lF(PHAS«LE.0t0)3n   TO   1121 
PHASiPHAS.?60«P 
GO T9 mo 

C PLpT THE PHASE. PL^Tll?: 
112" IBUF (IPlx ('•85 • PHAS ♦ 113«5)) • LPHAS PLBTllS? 

C PLPT QATA POINTS 
^(«PT.GT.MJQO TO us? «tuac 
lF(AaS(AL93tn(^(XPT) ).FREQLG)«jT.(.5/LEN|-,n50 TO 1128 KLUJE 
XüAlN«20,»*L0GlO(CA8S('?ESP(KPT))) <LüGt 
IBUF(lFlX(A5,.xQAI^/aB9UND*65.b)).LSTA^ <LU3E 
XPHAS'ATAMS, AlMAG(RESP(<PTn»l'EAL(PESP(<PT)) )»R0 <LUJE: 

IF(XPHAS«QE.C360.) 1G0- T9 Uli KLUiE. 
XPHAs»xPHAS*360. <LJ3fc 
GO Tu Hl? *Lü3t 
iFiXPHAS-LF.^'lG" TO 1181 <I-I.

,
3L 

xPt"As.xPHA";--?6'. <Luit 
SO T« Uli KLOUt 
IdLFc IFIX( .ps.xPHAS^li-.-j) )«LPLUS 
<pT.<PT*l 
GO Tu 1123 <LJ5E 
CONTjNjE <LüüE 

C MI|M THf LlNE. PLtTll*: 
115- 0MriA,l:.»,FREQi.3 

OMGAHZ.OHgA/TWBPl 
I.RITE( I>"»1160)^^GA,9H3AH7J(I3UF( I)»I.?0.n») 
F0BMAT(lX,F7.8.lX»F7.8.3x*99Al) 
IF (ILINE .LT.ILENR)  30 TO 61 

C PRIKT THE PHASE sCALEt PL3T1183 
1199 DO 1?00  I i 1. 11 PL0T1193 
l2ür I»(BR< (I) i . 196 ♦ 36 • I      .  . PLfT1803 

*>HITE (I»"» 1820)  (laORKjJ)» I • 1« 11) PL0T1213 
l22t FePHAT (7x,7H PHASE:*3X.ll(I*»bx)) PL9T1223 

RETURN PL0T1233 
END PL0T12*3 

1123 

1112 

1113 

1181 

1122 

11*0 
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1 
? 

22 
23 
21» 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

50 

Table B-3.   Transfer Function Identification Program — 
Subroutine Card Read 

• ..SUBROUTINE TO READ FREQUENCY RESPONSE DATA OFF CAWS 
•..ANP THE CpNyfRT DATA TO INTERNAL TYPgiRECJANQytAH) 

COMMON W(5n).DELWt50)#RESP(50)*PHI(50)»Am«*8) 
COMMON S(i»3)*T(«3>iU(*3)»LAMB0A(*3) 
DIMENSION vALUE(3)*LABEU3l*llMAGE(20) 
COMPLEX RESP 
REAL LAMBO* 
DATA LB9DE/iHB/#LP0LAR/lHP/.LRECT/lHR/*LEND/iH»/jLM2/lHH/ 
DATA LBUK/IH /*LOEG/lHO/iLRAD/lHR/#LDB/lHD/*LMAQ/lHM/ 
PI.*,»ATAN,I,0) 
DR.Pl/<»./(»5. 
M.O 

1 MiM»l 
IFIM.RT.MMAXJR»   TO  2 
READ(LUl»inOS)LlMAGE 
DEC0oE(lMOOl»LlMAQEm)LlN 
1F(L1N.E0.LEN0)RETURN 
CALL   STRlNGiLlMAG£#vALUE#LABEL) 
WtM),vALUg(i| 
IF(LABEL<1)«E0.LHZ)W(M)»„{M)»2..PI 
IF(LIN.EO.LPOLAR)GO TO lb 
IF(LJN,EO.LRECT)GO TO 20 
BMAQ.VALUE(2) ._.  • 
IF(LABEL(?).E0>LBLK*ORiLABEL(2).E0>LOB)BMAQalO***(BHAQ/20>) 
BANG'.VALUEO) ,   » 
IF(LABEL<3).EQtLDEQ*SR.LABEL(3)>E0>LBLK)BAN3aBANQ«OR 
RESP(M)*BMAQSCMPLX(CeS(BANQ)«SIN(BANQ)) 
GO TO 30 

10   CONTJNUE 
PMAQ.VALUf(?) 
IF(LABEL(?).EQ.LDB)PMAG.10.«»(PMAG^20.) 
PANSiVALUE(3» .      . 
lF(LABEL(3).EQ«L0EG«0R.LABEL(3).E0.LBLK)PANQ.PANa»OR 
RESp(M)«pMAa«CHptX(COS(pANG)'SIN(SANQ)) 
GO  TO  30 

20 RESPiM|.CMpLX(vACüf(2»«VALUE(3)) 
30 IFtLuB.LT.oigO  TO  \ 

WRITE(UUBf?000)LlN«(LABEL(I)«VALUE(I)jI«l*3>«M(H|«Re8p(M) 
G»  TO   I 

2 IF(LTN,EO.LEND)RETURN 
REA0(LUl'i00Q»LlMAQE 
DECOoE(lM0Ol'Ul^oE(i))LlN 
IF (L IN.NE.LEND) WRITE (LUOigOODLlMAGE 
QO  TO  ? 

1000 F0RMAT(20A*) 
1001 FORMAT(Al) 
2000 FeRMAT|lX*Al,3x«3(ix«Al/ri(<E15i7|«5X»lH«iSxO(lXiEi8t7)) 
2001 F8RMAT(lX,iiHEiTRA CAR(5i,?0A») 

END 

oooooooo 
ooooOooi 
00000002 
00030003 
Ooooooo* 
00030005 
ooooOoo* 
ooooOoo7 
OoooOoio 
ooooooii 
00030012 
O00000l3 
oocoooi* 
ooooOois 
ooooOoi* 
O0000Ol7 
00000020 
O0000021 
00000022 
00030023 
0000002* 
00030025 
00000326 
00000327 
ooooooso 
00000031 
00000032 
00000033 
0000003* 
00030035 
00000036 
00000037 
O0O0O04O 
000000*1 
000003*2 
000000*3 
oooooo** 
oooooo*5 

000300*6 
000000*7 

00000050 
00000051 
00000052 
00000053 
0000005* 
00000055 
00000056 
00000057 

0000006O 
00000061 
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Table B-4. 

OoOoOooO 
ooooOooi 
ooooOoo? 
00000003 
OoOoOoO* 
ooooOoo' 
00000006 
ooooOoo^ 
Ooooooio 

10 ooooooii 

1 
2 
3 
k 
5 
6 
7 
s 
9 

Transfer Function Identification Program -- 
Subroutine Change Signs 

Sua^OUTlNE CMStARR#N#IPAT) 
DIMENSION ARR(l) 

c SUBRBUTINE TO'CHANSE SIGNS IN PRBPER PATTERNS 
iFdpAT.EQ.^RETURN 
lBr3ilpAT/44l 

lNCRi2-MBD(lPATig) 
DS   1   I.IBEG«N«INCR 

1   ARRdli-ARRJ i) 
RETURN 
END 

Table B-5. 

1 0000O000 
2 ooooOooi 
3 ooooooo? 
* ooooOoos 
5 ooooOoo* 
6 0000O00S 
7 OoooOoo* 
8 OoooOoo' 
9 0000O010 

10 0000O011 
11 ooooooi? 
12 OOOOOOO 
13 ooooCoi* 
1* oooooois 

Transfer Function Identification Program -- 
Subroutine Evaluate Complex Polynomial 

C9HPÜEX ^UNCTION CMLy(CeEF#N«8) 
OIMENSIBN cBEfd» 
COMPLEX S 

C EVALUATE A COMPLEX PSLVNSHIAL MlTH REAL CBCFriClCNTt 
C USINQ HBRNERS RULE* 

CPeLV»CM^LX<COEF<N)#0.) 
IF(N,E0»1)RETURN 
NM1»N»J 
DB 1 Ul'NMi 
IRiNMl-l«l 
CP6Lv»CP8LT»S*CMPLX(C8EF(IR)*0O 

1    CBNTlNut 
RETURN » 
END 

Table B-6. Transfer Function Identification Program • 
Subroutine Evaluate Factored Polynomial 

1 ooo:Oooo COfPuEx   PLACTl«tN  CPnLVPcjH.ROaTSiNRRJijRT', 
2 OoooOooi C.«'.«EVALUATE   A  F*CT9RED  POLYNOMIAL 
3 OoooOoo? DIMENSION  jRT(i) 
t O00DO003 CBMPLEX *9«Tt<tl«Jo»JHtO«P*M«fACT 
5 OOCDOOO* PRPO;(i.*o.) 
6 ooooOoos IP.1 
7 OOOOODO* JWS3äJw«JM 
8 OOOOOOO7 DB   1    I.l'NnPO 
9 OOCOOOIO IF( I.EQ.JRTiTP))QS   T9   2 

10 oocoooii IF(A3S(AIMAG(R»»I?TS( I))).LE.1.0E-07)GJ  TO  1 
11 ooooooi? 0MEQiCABS(R0'»TS( I)) 
12 0000Ool3 OMEaSQiB^ER.nMFG 
13 OoooOoi* JETAiREAL(RepTS(1)l/OMEG 
U 000o0oi5 FACT;j«S0/''MFGSQ-Jx.2,»2tTA/eMtG*(l.»n«) 
15 O000O016 G8   T«»   i> 
16 OoOoODl7 3            FACT",-JW/R'»«TS( !)♦( l.»0.) 
17 OOOOOOPO 4            PReDiPRPD.FACT 
18 Oo00O0?l GB   T^   I 
19 OoooOo?2 2             iPilPM 
20 Oo0?O023 \             CB^TlNuE 
21 0000002« CPPLvF'.PfflD 
22 ooccoo?^ RETURN 
23 OocoOo?«» END 
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Table B-7. Transfer Function Identification Program -- 
Subroutine Load A-Matrix and C-Vector 

i oocoOooo SUBROUTINE 
2 OoOoO^ol COMMON «(50 
3 OoCoOooZ COMMON S(i»^ 
» 0o000oo3 "EAL L*M9o* 
5 OoooOco* COMPLEX RES 
6 OOOOOOOS L8GlC*L EyE 
7 OOOOOOO*    C SJPR9UTINE 

9 OoOoOoiO NP1»NJN*1 
13 OoO^ODll NP?.NN*2 
11 OoOoOol2 MSIZE■^«D♦N^ 
12 OoOoOoi3 iLCe^M.MSiz 
13 OoOoOoi* ^SP^.MSlZE♦ 
1* OoooOoiS oe 1  Ul'Mi 
15 OOOOOOI* C FIRST*CfiMP<.i 
if. o^rjoOoi7 EI/EN;MBO(I» 
17 O'jC'jOoSO UA^pA|tUO 
18 000000?1 S(I).0. 
19 OoO?O022 T(l);o. 
20 0'JOOOC23 U(I).0. 
21 0?0:Oo2*» DB  2   J.l'i- 
22 0^C00C25 SaMA';.c*BS( 
23 O^OoOo?* SjNAß-SC^AÖ 
24 0^0:0u27 TEMP.PH!(J) 
25 00000030 1F(EVEN)T(I 

26 0000003l tFcEvt'OG" 
27 0000003? LAP-Bn^nit 
28 00030033 S(I);S(I)tT 
29 OoOoOoS» 1(I).U(I)+T 
33 OoOoOosS f  CeMlNuF 
31 O0O0O036 1 Ce^TjNjE 
32 OoOoOoS7    C FILL ^AJN A 
33 000000*0 1)6 I I»1»MS 
34 OoCOOotl 08 6 J«1'MS 
35 Oo00O':'»2 LMh»I«Lf,V'D 

36 OoOoOo%3 SniI,LE«s'Pi' 
37 OoOoOo.* T«I.I.LE«

N
PI 

38 000^00*5 'JM.I.ST.^Pi 
39 O0CoO0i»6 *{I#j).0* 
»0 0?C00n4>7 IF(L^b)A(I* 
»1 OTO^OO^O IF(J-)*(I,J 
*? O0O0O.15I 1F(SV)A(I#J 
*3 O0O0OC52 lr(TM>A{I<J 
hit 00000053 A{j<l)m*<I, 
*5 OOOOOOS* ■=   CeMjNüE 
46 00000055 «   Ce^TiNjE 
47 00000056 C CM*\'-,E   SlfA 
*e OoCjOC'S7   c FIPST PARTI 
«9 OoOoOOfcO 08 6 jil'^P 
so O000O06I ip*T;ypD(j- 
51 0OC30C62 CALL CHS(A( 
52 00000063 » Ce^Tl^^^ 
53 0003006*    C SECBvD PART 
5<» 0o0j0065 OB 7 jiNP?. 
55 O0O0O066 • iPAT'.MeDtj- 
56 Oo000067 CALL CHS(A( 
57 00030070 7 CefTlNjE 
58 Oo00O07l    C THIRT OARTJ 
59 0?030o72 Do 8 jil'VjP 
63 0c0:0:73 lp»T',M»D(j- 

LOAC(M«ND#MN) 
) 1 DFLw(50) #RESP(60)»PHK 5r ) # A (i»T. (»2) 
),T<43)»U(43).LAMB0A(43) 

M.S0D#LM3«SM#jM«TM 
T" L»*D A-MATRIX ANO C-VFCTeR 

♦I 
E«l 
2 
pp 
TE   LAMBDAjS»T,U 
2)«FQ.O 

RESP(J)) 
LSO^AG 
• OELi«i( J)»I«(( j)»»( 1-11 
)iTFMP#AlMAG(RESP(j))»T(I) 
Tf  2 
A-BnA(I)*TE1P 
rMp,REAL(RESP(j>> 
EMP.SQMAG 

KO   JPPER   0IAG9N*L   8F   A   ANJ   THEN   TwANSPBSE 
17E 
t/E 
< .A^O.j.LE.NPl .ANDi~i80( Uj*2) .E ;••" 
.AND»J.GT.NP1.AN0«^0D( I*(j-NPl>.2)»EU.l 
.ANC»J«GT.NPl.AND«Meü(!♦( j-\pi)j2)•EQ«0 
.ANO»J»GT.N«»l.AND»^yD{ (Uj)»2).EJ»C 

j);uAM30A( !♦( j-D) 
|10(|I-^Pl♦2)♦(J-NPl-l)) 
r.Sr Uu-NPin 
)'.T( U(J-MPl)l 
J! 

S   Iv  PROPER  PLACES 
Tl9\ 
\ 

1iJl/NPl»IPAT) 

^Sl7E 
NP1*2»4)«1 
1.JI^NPt.lPAT) 

TIBN 
I 
t«*Ut 
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Table B-7.   Transfer Function Identification Program 
Subroutine Load A-Matrix and C-Vector 
(Concluded) 

61 OOOOOO?* c*UL C^S(A(^P2/J)*K»IPATI 
63 00000075 f>  CONTlNjE 
63 00000076     C FOURTH PApTITlP^ 
6* OOOD0077 08 9 jiNPj.MSlfE 
65 O^OOOIOO lPAT;M9D(j-NPU'?»«)*l 
66 OoOoOlOl CAUL CHS(A(\P2.J)»^#IPAT) 
67 OoOoOlO? 9 CSVTlNjE 
68 00030103    C LOAD C-vEcT9R 
69 OOCOOIO* D» lp lil^NPl" 
70 OOOOOIOS EVEN,M80(I,8).C3.0 
71 ODOOOlO6 8DD».N8T»EVEV 72 OoODOlO7 inteOlAflttuCSLtlapltl 
73 OoOoOllO lF(EvEN>*(I«ILCeLM).T(I) 
7* OoOoOlll If CONTINUE 
75 OOOOOH? 08 Ij I»NP?,HSI2E 
76 OoCOOllS EvEN.M80(I-NPl«2)tE0tö 
77 OoOOOll* BDD«.N8T«EVEV 
78 OoOoOllS ^(eoOlAd.lLCLMjio. 
79 00030116 IF{EvEN)*(I#ILCei.M).U{I-NPl*l) 
80 OoOOOll7 li CSKTlNuE 
81 OOOOOISO RETURN 
82 00000121 EMC 

Table B-8.   Transfer Function Identification Program -• 
Subroutine Move 

1 O^O^OOCO SUBROUTINE -'»VF ( AIM/ABUT#N< IBEGlN) 
2 OoOoOool DI^EsSjON A!N(1)iABUT!1) 
3 000?0002 08   1   I.1»N 
• OOOOOC103                           A8UT( I).AlM( f) 
5 0-^0^0^^* i C8^TI^JE 
6 OOOOOOO5 C INSERT 1. IV PP8PEB PLACE. 
7 OoOjOoO' IE^0i^♦l 
8 OOOOOOO7 TEMPil. 
9 OoOoOoiO DB 2 I.IBEGIN/IENO 

10 OOOOOOII TE^P'*•ABUT(I) 
11 OOOOOOI? A8UTJI».TEMP 
12 00000013 TEPP.TEMPB 
13 OOOOO?!* r            C8^TINuE 
1* OOOOOOIS          RETURN 
15 OoOOOOl6          FNO 
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Table B-9.   Transfer Function Identification Program — 
Subroutine Root 

1 OOOOOOOO SUpRdUTl^E R«eT(P#N9R0«HöBTS#NR8eTS/SCR*LUB) 
2 OoOOOool CB^PLEX "MTfU) 
3 OOOOOOO? DIMENSION pM);sCR(NBRDM) 
k 00000003 lF(NflRD.QTtnG«   TB  10 
5 0?00000* RBeTs(})»CHPi,X(-P(i)/P(?)#0.) 
6 ooooOoo* NRPBTS.l 
7 OlOjOOC* G6 Tl  5 
9 OocrOpo7 ic  NöPDPI.NBRD*? 
9 OOOOOOIO NBRD^l^BRO-i 

10 OoOjOoil DB 1 I'.l'N^RDMl 
11 OoOoOOl? 08 1 jil»N9RD 
12 OOOOOOl3 SC»(I»j)»0. 
13 ooooOoi* iF(j.Ea.(i+n)SCR(i#j).i. 
U OOOOOOl5 1     CöKTjNyE 
15 OOOOOOl* DB 2 M'N^RD 
16 OOOOOOl7 SCK(\BR0M)'»-P( I)/P(NBRDPi) 
17 OOO00C2O ? CB^T^^uE 
18 OOOJOO?! IF(N9R0»L-E.?)Q^ TB U 
19 OOOOOD?? CALL HESSEM(MBRD#SCR#N9R0) 
20 00000023 11    CALL G*C*LL( NBSD'SCRiRBBTSiNRBBTS/MBHOl 
21 OOOOOO?* NHPBTSINRMTS/? 
22 0000^025 d ir(LuBtLT,0)RETURN 
23 000:0026 ^ITE(LU0,20O0) 

2» oocoOo?7 ce 3 i.i'sppeTs 
25 00000030 PREAi.«RE*L(Pl»BTS( I ») 
26 O0O0O03I PlNAr,iAlMAG(RBBTS(I)) 
27 OdOOOOM lr( Ap,S(PlM*3).r,T«1.0E-7)aB TB 4 
28 0-)000033 »■RlTF:(LUfl»?0Ol)P''EAL 
29 0000003* GB T^ 3 
3: 0:C00J35 u    FRE3iCABS(9BPTSt 1)) 
31 0000003* CA^p',-pRE*L/FRF^ 
32 00000037 KRITe(LUe#?0Ol)PPEAL*PlMAG#OAMp#FREQ 
33 OoOoOo^O -5 CtMTtNUl 
3* O0O0O0U RETURN 
35 OOOOOO^^ 2000     reRh*T( 1^5,13x,(»HREAL»8X»9HIMAalNARY*3X«7H0*MplN8*5Xj9HFREüUENCV/) 
36 00000j43 J001     FBF.,1*T(12)(,<KEI2.5)) 

37 090309*4 Exr 

Table B-10. Transfer Function Identification Program 
Subroutine Scale 

1 
2 
3 
* 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
13 
13 
1» 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
13 
?l 
?? 
?3 
M 

OOCOOGOO 

oooooooi 
0300000? 
O0030003 

ooooOoos 
OOOSOOO* 
OOOOOCO7 

OOOOOOIO 
000003U 
Ooooo-n^ 
OoooOci^ 
010:001* 
OoooOci? 
03C30?l6 
030?0,-'l7 

O')0300?l 
0C0303?2 

0^030^?'» 
OtcO;)?5 

0303 3';?* 
03038:?' 
00030330 

?.* 

?b 

26 

SUBROUTINE SC*? O^AX. OSCALXI 
ESTABLISHES  THE  L'P»ER  99UNiO  gSCALX   9F   THE   SC«LE« 

DIf'EsSlSN SC»Ux(in 
DATA NSC*LX/il/ 
DATA (SC*UX(I).M.ll)/l.»1.5»2..?.5»3«»<t.,'5.*6t 
IF (3KAX ,li,   1.0)  »J9 TH ?60 
FACT • C«i 

20r FACT • 10." . FACT 
09 ZhO     ISC*LX ■ It   NSCALX 
SSCALX • FACT ; SCALX (ISCALX) 
IF (3MAX .LE. -.SCAUX)  GO T9 360 
C9NTIN0E 

,7.,8.,9./ 

GO T« 
FACT 
3NE« • 
FACT • 
09 3»3 
IbCALY 
asc*LX 
!jNFw • 
IF ( ;HAX .-,T 

S»- C9NTlNuE 
GB Tl ?80 

36f RETURN 
ENP 

JCO 

!•- 
I »j 
C't   •   FACT 

isr»ux • 1» 
• S^CALX ♦ 1 
■  3SE. 
F»CT   .   SC*tx 

MSCAUX 
- ISCALX 

(ISCALT) 
SO T9 363 

SCAP 13 
SCAP 23 

SCAP 163 

SCAP 183 
5CAP 193 
SCAP ?33 
SCAP ?13 
SCAP ??3 
SCAP ?33 
SCAP 2*3 
SCAP 253 
SCAP 263 
SCAP 273 
SCAP 2^3 
SCAP ?93 
SCAP 3D3 
SCAP 313 
SC»P 323 
SCAP 333 
SCAP •*] 
SCAP 303 
SCAP 363 
SCAP 373 
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Table B-ll. Transfer Function Identification Program 
Subroutine Logical Function Search 

ooooOooo 
Ooooood 
0000O002 
0000O003 

ooooOoo* 
ooooOoos 
0000O006 

OoODOoO7 

LOGICAL PUNCTI9N SEARCHaAbEL»ACCEPT) 
INTEGER AcCEPTiS', 
DO 1 I.1'5 
SEARCH'.LABEL.EO»ACCEPT! I) 
IF(SEARCH)RETURM 
C0^TINuE 
RETURN 
END 

Table B- 12. T: 
Si 

X OQOOOOOO 
2 oooooooi 
3 ■ooooOoo2 
* OoOoOO?3 

5 ooooOoo* 
6 ooooOoo5 

7 OoooOoo* 
S OoooOoo7 

9 oocoooio 
10 OoooOoii 
It 000D00l2 
IS oocoOoi3 

13 OOOOODI* i 
1« ooooOoi5 

15 OOOCOO!6 

16 OOOOOOI7 

17 OoooOosc 
IS OOCOOO?! 
19 00000022 1 
20 00000023 
21 Oo0?00?* 
22 00000025 
23 OoooOo?' 
2<» 00030027 

?5 OoocOoso 
26 ooooOosi 1000 
27 00000032 1001 
28 OoOoOo33 1002 
29 O00C0O3* 3000 
30 000'j0C35 3001 
31 00000036 3002 
32 00C00037. 3003 
33 OcocOo*o 300'» 
3<» OoOoOo*! 3005 
35 OnO',0042 

Transfer Function Identification Program -- 
Subroutine String 

SUBROUTINE STRiNQ(LiMAaE«yALUE«LABEL) 
DIMENSION ACCEPT(5)#LABEL(3).LIMAGE(20) 
DIMENSION VALUEO) 
INTEGER ACCEPT 
LOGICAL FLNO*SEARCH 
DATA(ACCEpT(n/I»l#5)/iH  , 1H0#IHR,IHM# lHH/,LBLK/iH / 
DEC0pE-3«loOÖ'I.IMAGE(4) )LABEL(1) 
riND.SEARCM(LABEL(1)»ACCEPT) 
IF(FIN0)DEC8DE(17,3000*LI MAGE(*))VALUE(1) 
IF(F1N0>GB   TO   1 
LABELCD'LBLK 
DECODE(17,30Ö1»I-IMAGE(*))VALUE(1) 
0EC0pE(2*ic01'L1MAGE(8))LAbEL(2) 
FIND.SEAPcM(LAeEL(2)«ACCEPT) 
IF(FIN0)DEC90E{16#3002»LIMAGE(8))VALUE(2) 
IF(FIND)G0   TO   2 
LABEL(2),LBLK 
DECODE(l6t3oo3#LlMAGEl8J)VALUE(2) 
DEC00E(lMOO2«LlMAGE(12))LABEL(3) 
FIKDiSEAPcW(LABEL(3)»ACCEPT) 
IF(FIND)DEC«CE(15/30C*»LIMAGE(12))VALUE(3) 
IF(FIND)PETURN 
LABEL(3)»LBL< 
DECOoEc 15,3005.LIMAGE(12,)VALUE(3) 
RETURN 
F9RMAT(2X,AI , 
FePM*T(lX,Ai, 
FBl'M*T(Al) 

F8BMAT(3X,EÜ.7) 
FORMAT,2X,F15.7) 
F8»MAT(2X,E1«.7) 
FeRMAT,^^!^»?) 
FaRMAT(lX,CliM7) 
FeRMAT(El5»7) 
END 
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